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Real Estate, Issues, Winter 1979
William H. Whyte' Poge 1
tv-cu Yrtrh and'l\*vo: A Study in Crou'ding
The pedt'strian environments of New York and Tokyo were studied and observations
drawn-how thel differ, hor,r'they are alike and what lessons might be drawn from
the denominatrlrs. Somt' of the conclusions are: people in both New York and Tokyo
/ifr{, street life; thcv are highly skilled pedestrians due to the small amount of space
alkrtted to them: in both cities, modest reallocations of space could greatly improve
the street en viron ment-

Lessons [tnn a Study ol Major LI.S. Downtowns Kenneth A. Halpern' Pogt' 1ll
'l'he future rrf Anrt'rican downtowns. as viewed from a study of nin(' mujor metropolitan areas, rev<,lves ar,,und tht'problem of transportation, and ultimtrtel]' ofcoh{'r('nt
urban dt'sign policics.

f)evereux Bowly' Jr.., PaEe 21
Subsidiucrl Housirr( in ('hit'aqo
'['his articlt' rt'vit'ws tht' history of public housing projects in (lhicitgo' from tht'early
dcvt Lrpmt,nts by wt'althv stx'ial refrrrmers up to and including the fore<'Lrsure' and
dernolition. of buildings rt'novatt'd earlier by government funding.'fhe problems of
subsitlizt'd housing are t'xamined as well as several altem.rtivps 1ur1gn1lv bcing
tr.stt,<l inclurling tht' l)xperinrt'ntal Housing Allowance Program.

I)tsigl

Trcnds:

tlurnortizirrg tht
Olf it

t Ertinnrttnt

Helmut Jahn and Dianne M. Ludman, Pogc il9

An ovcrvics' ol stvt,rirl ollice buildings and corporate headquarters recentl] coml)l(,ted or currcntlv urtdt'r construction in the midr,r'est reveals that thc u'ork plat'c is
io l,rnger simply rr sterilc t'nvironment. More and more attention is p.rid to irp6'illing
to tht, htrnurn tlualitit's rtnd emotions, and making the ofhce space a setting r('sponsivc to humrtn itctivit].

l'ntpcrtl'Valurs Max J. l)erbes, Jr., CRE and George H. Cramer ll'

Page 47

'['his txct,rpt l'rom a Louisiana tlighway Research Project monograph dt'tcrmint's the
effect of highwrtv noist' on acljat'ent residential properties (both rent'rl and private
,,f pr,i<'edures for a fair and accurate me.rsure of the results
units) and irr,,r'i,it'. a
"et 'fhe conclusions reached are that neither apartm('nt units
of noist. on prolx'rt.,- valut'.
nor single frrrrril-'- rcsidcntirtl units suffer. due to noise' a price diminution irs measurt'rl liv salt's ,i,,mpari.,,n" and rt'sale price increases' nor do the]' sell or changt'
hirnds irnl- rrrorc lit'tquentll thtn comparable units.

The Appreciation and

Vtlatility of Pri<.e

in Difft,rent Classes
of Housing
Michael G. Ferri and L. Randolph McGee, pnge 55
The lack of research on the association between price changts and the characteristics of a home motivated this articlc. [.lere the reljtionships iretween the attributes of
a home 1age, size, amenities) and tht prict,change in thc unit over ti-" a"e
between the more "luxurious unir" ind the smaller, less well-appointed "o-pa"J
house. in
t.hese d.T ys .,f. ir relirtivtlv unstirhlt, er.on.my. thr, findings rep.rt riat rh;
;;;;;i;
"hctter" unit is m.re sensitive to general housing conditi.ns-and the less-iuxurious
greater
unit has
price sttrbility across the upturns and downturns of the market.

The Groduattd Pat'me nt Lodn:
lnrplicatiorts fttr Mortgage Lenders
James E, McNulty, poge 6g
This recent innovation in the home mortgage field is txamined from the viewpoint
of the lending institution. I)ractic.al points tnd qu(.stions, such ls which g",,up" o."
.rttracted t, the GllM ilnd $'hat plan is receivinI th(.most
are adrliessed
^ttention,
and answcred, dra*ing upon an extensivc bodv of recent research
and experience.

Measurement of the

of llse.Value Taxation
Jerry T, Ferguson, pagc 75
'l'his .rticle dcv.l.ps a methrdoLrgy t. girugc the efft'r'tivenr,ss .f use-value taxation
.rs an aid t() preserving farmland frorn rapitl irnd pcrh:rps prtm:rturc devol()pment.
tlsing tht, results fr.m a pr.grirm r,stablishcd in Vi;grnia, itirrldress.s <.urrt,nt issues
ofgreat interest to thr.manl- stirtcs nou,seeking wtiys to cvaluat(,programs legislaEffe<'tilone,ss

ted scveral .vcitrs ag(,.
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EDITOR'S STATEMENT
Downtowns, suburbs and geographically rural areas are scanned from
multiple viewpoints in this eclectic number of Real Estate Issues.
William H. Whyte, the legendary American scholar and author of
pioneering studies of real life in Park Forest (remember The Organiza.
tion Man?), of modem land planning (he wrote the Urban t and
Institute's classic C/usler Deuelopment), and of conservation needs
lThe Last Landscape, among others), opens the discussion from the
vantage points of pedestrians in downtown New York and Tokyo. His
close and often witty observations of pedestrian movement in those
cities have implications for developers, planners, merchants and

Realtors everywhere.
Kenneth Halpern's tour of nine U.S. downtowns, reported in his recent
book Downtown U.S,A., gives him an unusually fresh perspective on
the strengths and weaknesses of American City cores. His judgments
and insights should provide ample food for thought.
Subsidized housing is explored in systematic fashion by Devereux
Bowly, Jr., whose recent book The Poorhouse constitutes the best
available documentation on housing efforts in a major U.S. city.
Using Chicago as his example, Bowly examines the intentions,
failures and occasional successes of the individuals and agencies
responsible for the extensive collection of low-income housing projects
on display in his home city. The lessons of Chicago's experience, as
Bowly points out, are mostly negative-a result that will not surprise
many real estate professionals, but may be unpopular among public
housing specialists.
Helmut Jahn is one of America's leading architects, remarkable

among other outstanding projects for the new Xerox Centre in
Chicago. He and architectural writer Dianne Ludman bridge city and
suburb in an up-to-the-minute discussion of trends in offi& building
design that draws upon recent projects of C. F. Murphy Associates in

the context of pioneering experiments by other architects.
Moving to the suburbs and to a question much agitated among
appraisers and in the courts, Counselor Max [)erbes, Jr. examines the
impact of highway noise on residential property values, using his own
I-ouisiana study as basis for observations that will be of interest to
land use specialists everywhere. He is followed by Professors Michael
G. Ferri and L. Randolph McGee, whose article we think will become
the standard source on price volatility in single-family homes, which
according to the authors is a function of the amount of luxury a unit
offers. The graduated pa5rment loan, rapidly becoming a naiionally
accepted format, is explored by James E. McNulty of the Federal
Home [.oan Bank of Atlanta, whose article looks at these loans from

the viewpoint of the lender and provides needed insight into this

increasingly important topic.
We close with a review by Professor Jerry 1'. Ferguson of the effectiveness of use-value taxation, a topic of immense interest to assessors,
conservationists, taxing bodies and agricultural land owners who
often see it as a solution to many of their most important problems. If
Ferguson is correct, use-value programs have at best Iimited utility in
that they are not significantly slowing the rate at which farm land is
being converted by subdividers. Right or wrong, his thesis is worth
exploring, and addresses a problem that must be solved if more of
America's prime farm land is not to be lost to suburban sprawl.
Jared Shlaes, CRll/Editor-in-Chief

New Y ork and Tokyo:
A Stud v i n Crowding
by William H. Whyte
assisted by Margaret Bemiss
In the U.S. the conventional image of the high density core city is ofa
bad place, and bad not simply for its defects but for its essential quali
ties. Centrality, high density, compression-these are the factors that
documentaries on the plight of the city customarily pick on, and the
stock horror shots are of people jammed on the streets of New York,
tense, unhappy, unsmiling. The image, unhappily, affects the reality it
misrepresents; it is widely believed in Washington, not only by rural
moralists, but by progressives who would save the city from itself.
With few exceptions federal aid programs for cities have been laden

with anti-density criteria which make it difficult for center city

projects to qualify.r
It is no frivolous matter, then, to note that many people on the streets
of New York can be observed smiling, even laughing, and on the most
crowded streets and at times, like the rush hours, when there might
not seem much to be smiling about. New Yorkers themselves fervently
deplore the city, its horrendous traffic jams, the noise and litter, the
crowding. It is their favorite form of self-praise. Only the heroic, they
imply, could cope. But they are often right in the middle of it all, and
by choice, stopping to have a street corner chat, meeting people,
arguing, making deals, watching the girls go by, eating, looking atlhe
oddballs and the freaks.
People in Tokyo seem to enjoy themselves even more, and one of the
reasons there is more crowding is the large number of them who are on
the street because they want to be. The employment density in the
center of Tokyo is less than in New York but there are more people on
the streets throughout the day and the disparity is especially pro-

'lhis rrrtillt *.rrs rrriginallv published in A Comporuti,r Studr of
St"|"/ Lifu: 'litk,-o. Morula, Nerc Yetk by the Research Institute f{)r
Ori(,ntrl (lultur(,s. ()akushuin University, .Iapan. Rrsrarch was
Iunrlrrl in part bv

rr

grant from the Toyota l'oundation.

Willirm H. Whyte

is a writer and an observer who studies
lxrrplt' usr urhitn streets.
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nounced in the evening. At a time when most New York streets are
nearly empty the.lapanese will be out in force. Many will be in groups,
:r high proportion will be younger people.2
One is struck by the number of people to be seen smiling. Tokyo people
are a street people and they see the comedy. Even during the moming
rush hour, when some people break into a last minute run toward the
office, there is l:rughter. The activity at major pedestrian crossings is
similnrly appreciated. The Japanese are quite serious about getting
across: feet tap impatiently waiting for the green. But they also seem
to Lxrk on it zrs a game, and the best fun is holding out to the last possible moment to make one's break.
Mezrsur:rble? A smile index might be unduly solemn but there are
many ways by which the social behavior of pedestrians can be recorded and comp:rred. l*t me go back to our early studies in New York.
To chart the zrvoidance of crowding we focused a number of time-lapse
cameras on several of New York's busiest street corners. We were
interested to find out how far people would move out of the pedestrian
traffic stream when they stopped to talk. To our surprise, we found
that they didn't move out ofit. Quite to the contrary, they stayed there,
or moved into it, and the longer the conversation the more apt it was to
be in the very middle of the flow. Subsequent studies of behavior in
other kinds of places reveal the same propensity. What attracts people
most in an urban place is other people.
You do not see these phenomena unless you look. One of the troubles
with most pedestrian surveys is that they focus almost wholly on the
pedestrian ers a transportation unit-and how he gets from A to B. But
what he does between A and B is important too. Study the social behavior of the pedestrian and you find that a sigrrificant part of his
activity is not moving, but standing, talking, and looking. Much ofthe
congestion on busy streets is traceable to this behavior.
This seems to be just as much the case in Tokyo as New York. Here too,
much of the congestion is self-congestion. At the busiest corners, at the
busiest times, you can see two or more people having a conversation,
zrnd they appear not in the slightest bothered by the fact they may be
blrcking tr:rffic. Sometimes there is a "traveling conversation," moving in n small orbit, back and forth, but with the center of gravity the
l(X)''i Iocation.
'l'he greatest incidence we saw was in Shinjuku Station. There is such
a maelstrom of foot traffic there as to scarcely afford room for any
kind of socializing, yet there was a great deal ofit, and during the peak
of the rush hours especially. Some instances: T$o young women,
apparentlv waiting for a third, move back and forth in a ten foot
range, chutting animatedly; after ten minutes they see their friend
and go off with her. Three young junior executive types stand four feet
outboard of a pillar, one of them practicing a golf swing. TWo middle
ilge women are engaged in a prolonged goodbye; they are directly
athwirrt the strezrm of people emerging from a turnstile.
Real
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I)epartment store doorways are another habitat. They are a great

place for meeting people, for conversing, and unlike New York's stores,
Tokyo's do a good bit to accommodate this use. Takashimaya, for
example, provides ashtrays for the people who sit on the ledges next to
the doors. Matsuya has a line of twelve chairs at its side entrance.
The number one element, of course, is the heavy flow of people in and
out of the store and it is in the middle of it that conversations are most
apt to recur. Overleaf, from Margaret Bemiss' log of a day of department store life, is a map of conversations lasting one minute or longer
in front of the Mitsukoshi store between 4:55 p.m. and 5:10 p.m. For
comparison is :r map of the doorway of Alexander's Store on I-exington Avenue.
Other prime actors will be people waiting for other people. During the
time shown in Clhart 1 there would likely be anywhere from three to six
individuals waiting next to or in front ofthe doorway. And there would
be no mistaking what they were doing. Waiting is structured activity,
more so than in New York. Tokyo people are punctilious, and impatient waiters; just before the hour, or half hour, there will be much
glancing at watches, scanning of the crowd for the missing face; past
the mark there will be sig-ns of growing annoyanee, not always suppressed when the late-comer eventually arrives.
It is an interesting activity to watch, especially for those who are
themselves waiting. This is the case at the great rendez-vous area
around the statue of the dog Hachiko at Shibuya Station. Many ofthe
people around it:rre obviously waiting and as they wait, there are
ic<-rres of potential dramas to observe. Who is the unhappy girl waiting
for? Is she waiting? Why has the man in blue come back? f)enouements may be :rnticlimactic, but they are worth waiting for.
Plaza use affords another basis for comparison. There are few office
building plazas in 'ftrkyo, but one of them, that of the Mitsui Building,
is one of the best anywhere. Save in one respect it has all of the elements we hzrve found to be basic for successful plazas. It is, for one
thing, eminently sittable: its ledges and planters alone provide more
sitting space than the minimum we recommended for the new zoning
standards in New York.' In addition it provides tables and chairsmovable chairs-both on its central portion and the raised terrace. It
has an zrdj<.rining food facility, water, trees, and while the multi-level
design is zr bit busy, there is a nice sense ofenclosure. The street, being
cut off from the plaza, does not do much for it, nor does the plaza do
much for it. 'fhe hulk of the users, however, are office workers from the
building, and there is easy access for them on several levels.
The main point is that people obviously like the plaza very much. Our
sightings were of lunch periods on only two days, April 14 and 15, and
it was overcast and coul. But there was a good sized number each dzry,
avemging 120 and lli4 people sitting at any one time, plus fairly heavy
crosscurrents of people walking. In really good weather, the usage
should be very heavy indeed.
Whytt,: Ncti, Yorh und'lbhyo
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Tht *x iol lifc of dtpartntl'nt stt)r.' dtx)rkrJs] thesc two charrs are not *.holly comprrrrrbk,. l.hr.
chartrrf Alexand.r's r.c()r(ls cvrrv pt.rsrrn whrr stupped, whether alone or with .ther.s, tluring th.
hour l2:(X)' l :00. 'l'h t, ch^rt .l Mitsuk.shi rr.(ords poople who stopped t. talk during tho Iiii(,(fl
minut{'peri(xl ,f rush h.ur. llut hrth sh.w th| same inclinati.n io cluster in thc r,,irlst .fth.
po(lostrirn flow. At AL'xandcr's th('.umulativ. pattorn for five hours rec.rds alnrrrst hrll .l thc
p('r)plo c(,nc{,ntnrtod in rr sm:rll irr{,n wh{,re building lines \ ould intenect.

On some counts, use patterns differed from those in New york. The
proportion of people in g'roups was markedly higher-averaging 88,2,
versus about 60(Zr for comparable New York plazas. The groups were
larger too, with some 39(% in groups of four to eight peopl;. Th; tunch
hour, we noted, was just that-an hour-and a few minutes before one
o'clock a very quick exodus began. (In New York the busy time for
plazas runs from 12:00 p.m. to just before 2:00 p.m.)
In general, however, the place had the same amiable feel to it that
good plazas do in New York. Characteristically, the most favored
spots-the chairs and tables-were those in the middle of the pedestrithe prime
was people looking at othei people.
llWhile
.!oytheand
proportion of-a-ctivity
females was low-only 28% by one cbuntthere was the same elaborate inattention paid them by men in New
York. Spacing patterns on ledges and planlers appeared similar.

METHODOLOGY AND MR. KON
Since these comparisons are based almost wholly on observation, let
me pause for a few remarks on methodology. In our research in the
U.S. we have done interviewing from time to time and we have made
as- much use as possible of such data as subway turnstile counts,
vehicle flow records, and the like. But our emphaais has been on the
direct observation of what people do. We have used cameras extensive4
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ly but our principal tools have been a pad of paper and a pencil, and a
place to sit.
Observation is not a technique that ranks high in U.S' universities,
fo. that matter, in its elementary or secondary schools' Social
"oi
generally put observation on the bottom of the tech."i"rr""
"our"""
ladder"and expoie students to it briefly before takfurg them
"ol"gl*t
o.r*irds to the more quantitative techniques. Because of this bias,
.rro.i ,"""ur"h tends to 6" o.tc" or twice removed from the reality being
siudied; on subjects like urban crowding, it is not apt to be ofpeople on
itreets,'but of data on responses to questions- about people on streets'
For students of street life, as a consequence' there are few counterpart
studies to provide a base for comparison.
One fine exception is the work of the remarkable Mr. Kon' Over fifty
,r"r.. .no he was studvine the life of the streets and public places of
tolyo. frothing s""med to ha',re escaped his curi-osit-y and he set down
*trut t s"* i,ith clarity and thoroughness. He charted the flow of
" minute by minute, as they came and went-from school: the
students,
age, their dress, their
flo* of pedestriani at various places; their (7nVo
on Ginza streets),
uppur".ri occupations, how many were alone
He even charted
trips.
groups;
of
their
the llngth
t'oi rnuttv weie in
the location of suicides in Parks.
Most interesting to us, the methodology he evolved wasvery much like
ihat *e workeJout by trial and error for our street life research' (In
charting daily pedestrian flows he cumulated counts at five minute
i.,t""rr^i"; we usld six minute intervals. Aside from that techniques are
identical.) I have not had an opportunity yet to read all of his analyses, but when a translation becomes available I am sure there will be
many good cues in it for current research.

THE PEDESTRIAN AS A TRANSPORTATION UNTT
The pedestrian is a social being; he is also a transportation unit, and a
r"-dr[uUtv efficient one. He iJable to propel himself,-shift speeds and
direction,' iense obstacles and collision coursea of other pedestrians;
estimate crossing angles, accelerations, decelerations and countersecond. To produce a machine that would
-orre", ana all th'is in i split
r-equire
a computer technology and a degree of
[e fris Lqui"atent wou]d

miniaturization of fantastlc sophistication. Most transportetion exhis. potential; millions.are
fe"t", ho*e,re", scant the pedes-trian andpeople-movers
but very little
of
kinds
on'new
research
in
["i"J .o""t
is the
And
nowhere
people
themselves.
kind:
and
best
irta""t
[fr"
o"
attention more needed than in the center city'
Pedestrian speeds are a clue. It has often been observed that peopll in
Ligi cities walk faster than people in sm-aller- cities- Just why they
sh"ould has been a matter of conjectu"". Social psychologist Stanley
Milerurn attributes the pace to the sensory overload on indiyiduals,
preJumably so great in big cities as to induce them to speed up to se
Whyte: Neru York and

TokYo
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(lllARl'2. I)edestrian flow chart; [,exing'ton Ave. a)7th-5|th St. I]asrd in continuous counts,
cumuluted at six minute intervals. Undemeath is vehicle flow chart, based on time lapse film
study. [)edestri.rn flow has three peak pattern, with major use at middav. Vehides have sa:cer
pattern.
(IHAR'I'li. Left are pedestrian flow charts of Mr. Kon. They rerrrrd students going to scho()l
(black line) and lraving (dotted line). Counts cumulated at five minute intervals. Right is makeup
of pedestrians on a street in Ginzn area,l p.m. September 1929.
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cure relief. Whatever the explanations, the fact is big-city people do
walk faster. A number of comparative studies have shown a surprisingly strong statistical correlation between speeds and population,
regardless of country or continent.
In any one city, pedestrian speeds vary considerably according to the
time of day, oi tlie occasion, but the diurnal rhythms are guite consistent. There is the morning rush hour pace-in New York about 270 feet
per minute on a clear pavement. In Tokyo the walking speed seems
about the same but oveiall speed is higher because ofthe way so many
people break into a run as they near the.office. (In our motion picture
iootage, the runs recur at the moments just before the half hour and
hour marks.)
Lunch hour speeds can be brisk too but there is a different quality to
the pace. In New York it is upbeat. Groups on their way to-lunch are
apt io be smiling or laughing, as if on their way to a party. Somethin-g
be conveiing, is going to happen. For many People
good, they
time of anticipation that the cvclical peak of the dav is
ii is at tiis"e".ttio
reached. Anti-climax or no, the post-lunch pace is slower' This is the
time for the interminable leave-takings, and the sidewalk conferences
when someone in the group brings up the real business the lunch was
supposed to have been about. It is a deceptively casual time.
With the evening rush hour, pedestrian flows again reach their maximum. At key points where opposing streams of pedestrians cross each
other congestion is heavy, and this is compounded by the "platooning" effeci the traffic lights have on the flow' Ttre crowd moves in
pu'ises. Ilven so, where most of the people are m-oflng in the same
direction-on Park Avenue south to Grand Central Station, for example-average speeds are about 250 feet per minyte. Flank speeds, of
ihose who'-use or create passing lanes, go as high as 300 feet per
minute.
As a New Yorker, I have taken some pride in being one of the city's
oedestrians. Thev are an aggressive lo1, incorrigible jaywalkers, and
*h"r" u hesitant driver gives them a chance they will bully cars to a
dead stop. With fellow pedestrians, however, they are quite. coope-r-ative, and here is where-their timing and skills are most evident. We
have filmed their behavior at subway entrances and key corners and
through stop motion techniques have studied the various ways by
which they avoid collision courses, sig-nal intentions to oncomera, or
bluff them into giving ground. The performances are impressive.
But Tokyo's pedestrians are in a class by themselves. Consider Shinjuku Staiion.-By all accepted density standalds it is a manifest imposIt is really a complex of stations and separate lines, confusing
"ibitity.
in its iayout, inter-connebted with an intricate set of corridors, walkways, escalaiors, stairs, cul de sacs. Its concourses are a mags of crossflows, obstructed by knots of people waiting for other people, teenagers, vendors, people saying goodbye. Even atoff-peak times one has
to"looi< sharply io find a cleai path; at the rush hours' when the pedesWhyte: Nerr Yorh and
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trian traffic reaches an intensity unmatched anywhere, the scene
appears utter chaos.
But it isn't. Somehow, people sort themselves out and for all the densjty the pedestrian speeds remain quite high; indeed, it is at rush hour
that one sees the most running. By rights, people should be bumping
into each other all over the place. They dont se-em to: our studies weri
informal but neither in our memories nor our film was there an observed collision. While it may be a subjective judgment, we also got the
impression that a good many of the pedesfrians were rather-stimulated by the challenge, and perhaps abit pleased with themselves.
With good reason. Pedestrians in cities like Tokyo and New york are
fast and expert because they very well have to be. Not only are there
more fellow pedestrians to contend with, there has been increasingly
less space given to them. In New York, pavement widths were periodically_narrowed over the years to make room for vehicles. Today the
imbalance is almost ludicrous.
l,exington Avenue is the clearest example. As a transportation corridor it measures 75 feet in width. Fifty bf these feet are given over to
cars. The remaining 25 are given to two l2-foot sidewalkJ. This is just
about the inverse of the way people use the space. In the stretch- be
tween 57th and 58th Streets, one ofthe most crowded in the city, about
12,000 vehicles pass between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. carrying atotal of
about 28,000 pqrnle. l)urins the same period sbme 42,0b0 [eople use
the sidewalks. The 12-foot widths, furthermore, are oniy nominal: beCHART 4
I)aily I)istribution of Ptxrple through Lexington Avenue Corridor
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cause of obstructions such as trash containers, signs, grates, the effective width is as narrow as five feet in places. It's a feat that so many
people manage to traverse the space, but it is a bad mismanagernent of
ipaie that forces them to. In less extreme form, the same imbalance in
space use can be found in most large U.S. cities.
Tokyo treats its pedestrians even worse. Save a few main avenues its
sidewalk widths are narrower, and ratios between vehicular space and
pedestrian space are heavily weighted in favor of vehicles. The small
icale of the streets parallel to the avenues is an offsetting amenity and
the very narrowneis of their sidewalks induces pedestrians to use the

center space as their own. The fact remains, however, that in the
places where the most people have to walk there is relatively little
walking space. On Harumi-Dori, for example, effective walkway space
on the south side by a main subway entrance is twelve feet. I counted
pedestrian flows there between 4:30-5:30 p.m. of up to 6,000-people an
hour. (In terms of people per foot of walkway width, the theoretical
result should be complete stoppage.)
On major avenues pedestrian overpasses have been provided.. But
these aie more a concession to the car than the pedestrian. Cars don't
have to stop for as many lights; it is the pedestrians who do, and because of thL way the lights are set, for a long while, it's notable that
many people wait for a chance to cross at street level rather than
mount the stairs for the overhead crossing.
Tokyo's pedestrian crossing areas are well marked, well policed, the
lights and the rules clear cut. At some main intersections the pedestrians get almost a minute for their crossing (vs.30-40 seconds in New
York). But the government does seem to regard the pedestrians as
children, and incipiently naughty ones. The dainty girl voice on the
loudspeaker: gently, this pitchwoman for authority chides people,
"F'rom now on the pedestrian crossing is dangerous. ... I-et's cross
safely at the next green light."
Tokyo does have heavy vehicle traffic to accommodate. But in good
part the traffic may be heavy for the accommodating. That is the way
it has been in the U.S.; but Tokyo has less reason. It has a splendid
subway system and is in a far better position than most cities to shift
some spaie away from vehicles. Not only on the grounds of amenity,
but of transportation efficiency it could well gain if it did so. As a user
of space the pedestrian is a far better unit than a vehicle and the space
now alloted him is s., minimal that even modest additions could have
a high leverage effect.
New York is being forced to such opportunities. For air pollution control the federerl government is demanding that the city sharply curb
vehicle use in the central business districts. The city is aghast at the
prospect; it fears that a curb on street parking will keep customers out
Lf the stores. If our studies of parking and vehicle use are any criterion. no such result will come about, and eventually this will be recognized.r Willy-nilly, a lot of vehicular space is going to become redunWhyte: Nt'rt Yorh
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dant and the opportunities for creating pedestrian space are going to
be increasingly evident. They may seem- unrealistic ioday, bui now is
the time to lay the groundwork.

FItr-IH AVENUE AND THE GINZA
Both Tokyo and New York have experimented with traffic-free pedes_
trian streets. They have done it gingerly, and so far most of the street
closings have been temporary. But they do afford an excellent basis
for comparison. Fortuitously, the physical characteristics of the

streets are similar-and so, to a surprising degree, have been the patterns of use.
In 1972, New York designated a fifteen block stretch of Madison
Avenue for a test. Every weekday over a two-week period the avenue is
a busy <-rne of stores and office buildings, but it is cinvon-like and treefesq. The rudimentary benches the city was going to put out seemed a
highly inadequate way to furnish the expanie. Merchants were unenthusiastic; some very hostile. They feared the absence of
*ori,l
mean less customers but many "undesirables" (i.e bums, winos,
"ars hippies, characters,. young people, very old people, teenagers, student's,
etc.). To find-out just what the results wouid be we mounied iime-lapse
cameras and began to record the entire trial period.
Here is what we found out:
1.. The number of pedestrians doubled. From a rate of about 9,000
pedestrians per hour, the flow increased to 1g,000.
2. This increase was not at the expense of pedestrian flows on the
parallel avenues, Park and l.'ifth. Rrtes there were about as high as
they usually were.
&- Most of the pedestrians, 60,1.1r of the total, stayed on the sidewalks-where the shop windows were. 'l'he street was favored bv
people in groups, promenading.
4. The benches, which were placed in the middle of the street, got
very heavy use. No places remained empty for more than a minute.
5. Food vendors were centers of activiiy. Wherever they set up their
carts, usually at the curb, knots of people formed.
6. Mo.s! of . the people were the people who ordinarily worked or
.
shopped in the area. The undesirabtei that so obsessei merchants
were seen by some merchants, but not by our cameras.
Subsequent plans- for a permanent mall on Madison fell through,
I.argely because- of the objections of a merchant's group and the ilxi
drirers union. But other projects did go through: Sunday closings of
Fifth Avenue; a permanent mall on Nassau Sireet in tt e WaI Sireei
areai on F'ulton Street in Brooklyn. New york has been less venturesome than a number of other U.S. cities but it has leamed a basic
Iesson. With a well conceived pedestrian facility, supply creates rte_
mand. The existence of the amenity where none was'blfore sets up
new patterns of use, and new expectations.
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The Ginza experience provides an interesting parallel. As of 11)70, a
sixteen block stretch of Chuo-l)ori Avenue was closed to vehicle tralfir'
on Sundays for a pedestrian "paradise." It was:rn immtdizrtt, su('('ess.
There was surprisingly little use of the street itself, howevt'r; as had
been the case on Madison Avenue, most of the people stayed on the
sidewalks. To liven things up, the department stores [regan putting
tables and umbrellas and chairs along the center line of the strt:ot. In
its dimensions, as well as in the ch:rrtrcter of its stores, (lhur>l)ori
resembles l.'ifth Avenue. l'rom building line to building line, the right
of way is about 95 feet wide on Chuo-l)ori; 100 feet on Fifth. Sidt'w:rlks
of both are about 22 feet. Pedestrian volumes, however, are markedly
higher on Chuo-Dori. On weekdays, our counts indicated volume's at
rush hour and lunch time of about 6,500 people per hour on the sidewalk alongside the Matsuya Department Store. Iiven during the midafternoon lull the rate was around 4,000. And this u'as just one sidewalk.i For both sides peak volumes ran between 10,0(X) trnd 12,(XX)
people per hour. Fifth Avenue volume at comparable periods range
between 7,000 to 9,000.
Since I am later going to take up the elusive question ofthe ideal u'idth
let me note that Chuo-Dori and Fifth Avenue are similar in the degree
of congestion-or, to be more accurate, of perceived congestion. Pedestrian flows are high, very high, and by conventional standards of
people per foot of walkway width, thev c<-ruld be very uncomfortablc.
But they are not.
In part this is because of the breadth of the siden'alks. You cannot
equate a given flow per foot of walkwity on a narnru'sidewalk with the
same flow on a broad one. The figure may be the same; the psychological experience is not. Another factor is the attractiveness ofthe street:
Chuo-Dori and Fifth Avenue are both lively nnd attractive streets and
the people on the street are among its chief attractions. At chr>ke
points, such as subway entrances, the congestion is intense and this
can color one's sense of the whole area. Along the most of the way,
however, the weekday hustle and bustle is quite tolt'rzrble, and to
many, enjoyable.
Now let us look at Sunday. On the Chuo-l)ori, pedestrian volumes
about double. Though there is now fifty more feet of wnlkway to traverse, the sidewalks get more traffic than they do on weekdays. Here
are comparison pedestrian flows we checked on the Chuo-l)ori by the
Matsuzakaya Department Store (expressed in rate of pedestrian per
hour).
Weekday- i :l)0 P. M
Sundav-1 :il0 I).M
,1,160
East sidewalk
1.2U0
West sidewalk
(next to store)
2,060
;t,tt20
Street

;-r,000

6,220
Whvte: Nerl Yorh and Tokt'o
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Checks made latcr in the d:ry :rt other spots show a consistently high
level of activitv; even at the northern ond, by the 'l':rkashimnya Storc,
flows were about 1t,000-10,(X)0 an hour. These flows, let it be noted, aro
quite different in character than those of the weekdays: the pace is
slower, there are no rush hour peaks. But it is still a very heavy flow.
About 4l'll, of the activity is on the sidewalks, lltl(Z, on the street.'l'hat
the sidewalks continue to get the main play is understandable.'l-his is
where the vendors are. It is also where the stores are zrnd Tokyo's are
much more aggressive than New York's in beating vendors at their
own game. Thev put out displays, special promotions, fast food stands,
and they hustle for the business.
The street is less used but welI used. The line oftables and chairs in the
center of the street has proved successful in seeding activity. As srxrn
as they are put out, the people come. Sitting there thev can watch two
strands of people traffic and the watching seems the main pastime.
There is plenty of room for promenading, and as in New York groups
tend to spread out as they make the tour. Eccentrics do their acts: we
followed one man along the Chuo-Dori as he harangued people and
waved his arms, an object of much interest to the seated groups he
passed by.
In'Iokyo as in New York, Sunday crowds are strongly weighted with
family groups and children are much in evidence. In Tokyo they
appear to be setting the pace, with the parents indulgently following
as the children veer this way and that. There are impromptu games,
much throwing of balls. And the eating is prodigious.

THE STREET AS A SENSORY EXPERIENCE
Some of the streets people favor most are physically and visually a
mess-indeed, by most yardsticks, almost the antithesis of modem
urban design. Some such streets pose interesting questions about
people-and urban desigrr; we have been particularly interested in
studying them. One is New York's l-exington Avenue: specifically, the
four block stretch from 57th Street to 6lst Street. As noted before, the
sidewalks are narrow and crowded; their pavements are cracked, full
of holes, subway gratings; they are obstructed by a host of badly designed light standards, parking signs, mailboxes, trash containers,
and much of the surface is in permanent use for temporary storage of

crates, newspapers, displays of merchants, signs and whatnot.
Further obstructing the flow is a host of street operators: handbill
passers, demonstrators, hustlers for second floor establishments,
pitchmen for stores, pushcart food vendors, knick-knack vendors, beg,
gars. There are all sorts of noises-the cries of the vendors (three for a
dollar, check us out), the blare of transistor radios, overamplified rock
music from the record stores. From adjacent food counters come all
sorts of smells-of pizza, knishes, hot dogs. At the sides and above is a
wild miscellany of awnings, rickety marquees, flags, neon signs. The
streetscape in New York is more chaotic. It is so awful that photo-
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it are the standard horror examples in presentations on
street design.
Why, then, do people persist in using the place? Many, of course, have
to get somewhere else; it is a route to the business district, has one of
the key subway transfer points. It also has such traffic generators as
two department stores and a nearby complex of movie theatres.
If you track pedestrians, however, you find that many of them could
use alte-rnate routesjust as well. You also find that on i,exington itself
some of the sidewalks with the fewest obstructions attract less traffic
than those with more. People have terrible things to say about I_exington and.its crowding; some mean it enough to ivoid iiwhenever they
can, and these people-the ones not there to be studied-are worthy of
consideration too. But it is obvious that many ofthe people on I_exington are there^because they have elected to go there. fhi" i" ,""y rnr"il
the. case on Saturdays; then you will see many family groups, with
children perched on their father's shoulders; it is a time for shopping,
browsing, eating, and looking at the crazies.
Now it !s primarily a recreation area. The crowding reaches its peak in
early afternoon and it is of a different charactei than the weekday
rush. The pace is slower, more amiable and there is a lot of cruisin!
back and forth. Puerto Rican teenagers come down from The Broni
and East Harlem to catch the action-and if you stay in one spot long
enough you' repeatedly see the same ones passing-up and dbwn the
street and across, stopping to greet friends, sitting on car hoods to
watch the goings-on.
J. B. Jackson once observed in Landscape that billboards on the edge
of a city can have a special function for the stranger; they acknowl.
edge him. They tell him where he ought to lodge or eat. They address
him. I-exington Avenue does the same, and tliis in part exflains the
love/hate feeling many people have about it. you ire not alone on
Lexington. It is interested in you. It wants your attention, your interest, Jo.ur money, your agreement. Its people thrust handbills at you,
ring bells to get your attention, rattle collection cups, walk atongside
to importune you. The street touches you. You touchlt. Watch people as
they go past a disp.lay of ferns, reaching out to touch;tapping a sign
pole as they p_ass by, as if it were a chime. The sense ,i'p.""age'i"
strong; even when slowed almost to a halt, you are so close to whai'vou
are passing. And look sharply. The path ahead is to the eamest.
Overload? In many cases, yes. And it would be better if some elements
were left out-the phony pitchmen, the hustlers, the holes in the
pavement. It would be better ifthere were more room on the sidewalks,
as our group has been advocating to planning boards. But one must be
chary in sorting out the good from the bad. i,exington is an intensely
urban. experience because it is such a mixture, and you cannot hav"e
one without a good bit of the other. Lexington is demanding, peremptory, oftel annoying; but it is a challenge to your senses a.rd^to ynr.,
wits-and this is why it is so attractive.
graphs of
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Tokyo has miles of streets with such qualities and they are consistentiy more interesting. There are many, reasons-the succession of
coffe"e shops, food counters, outdoor displays; the profusion of neon
and illuminated signs; most important, a people who so obviously
enjoy ttre tife of the streets. The Shinjuku area alone has more such
stieets than most U.S. cities put together, and for sheer sensory impact
there is nothing to match itiback alleys with their charcoal grills and
smells and clouds of smoke.
One of the most interesting of all streets is the alley-like one in the
e"uf.u"u di"tti"t leading to the Kannon Shrine lt is laid out in the
and it
;;;aii;;ri Jop.t """ faiirion: as a linear progression of shops,
open
ofthe
because
and
The width is about seventeen feet
i.
We
feet'
fifteen
is
about
"u..o*.
width
o" each side the effective walkway
celebration
annual
"tuii"
ofthe
shrine's
weie furtunate to be there on the day
it tested by some of the heaviest crowds ofthe year' The pedesat a rate of
"""
""a
;;;; fl.* was that of a downtown sidewalk-running
pace
was slow'
The
per
in
mid-morning.
people
hour
ll"lfOO-+,200
to
frequentlv
people
stopped
"Uiirt
ielf-congestion;
i;;;; ;;" considLraLle
groups,
buy
somethin-g.to
their
reassemble
merchandise,
m"f tt*
"t handbill passers stationed themselves in the middle of the
;;t. T*"
n"*.; grrii *r.s a congenial kind of crowding, quite appropriate to the
time and place.
most popular
It is probably not happenstance that so many of thewidth
This is
in
feet
twenty
to
fifteen
walkways range between
quite
functo
be
it
seems
but
planning
standards,
.,a..o* ty mud"..t
enough
is
broad
walkway
The
loads.
iight
and
tional, ftri both heavy
of n'ery ireavy flows; narrow enough to feel comfortably
io tuk"
"u."
busy when there aie fewei people.
-both At peak,times or slack, furthermore,
sides of the street as he walks along'
pedestrian
experiences
the
reinforce each other' It was with
attractions
and
stores
ihe^ruriuu"
developed guidelines ovet a
of
Osaka
merchants
that
the
mind,
in
this
o.oon"..t for a broad Ginza-type avenue. The merchants decided
lgui""t it: they felt that the traditional 11117 foot width was better for
their mutual business.
I am not trying to suggest that the optimum width is 15-20 feet, or ina""J, thot there i" nny'r.,n optimum. Context is all important and.this
nn. io b" stuciieci juit ns much as such quantitative factors as lane
people per foot of lane width pq1 minute But if this were
*iatn
""a
done for a crois-sectiun of highly liked walkways, however, observation would likely reveal significant consistencies, some obvious, some
not so. The range should be eclectic; in addition to the walkways
it our jtiint studies in Tokyo, New York, and Manila, there
"hu"o.,t" inclutied such places as the Ponte Vecchio in Florence' the
""rta
B;;ii";4,; Arcade in l,ondon, the Stroget in Cope-nhagen; Jan Gehl's
studies of the latter furnish fine basis of comparison' T\ere
"*"ii"?'tt
.f,n"ia ut"u be included highty liked places that are unusually expantt Ct o-ps-Elysees in Piris, the Galleria in Milan, l'as Ramblas
"i"", "
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in Barcelona. How dispersed or concentrated are the flows in them?
What are the paths? What channels them?
But we need not await further study to apply one finding already clear.
The places people like most are places where there are lots of other
people in a fairly contained amount of space-in a word, somewhat
crowded. This is a lesson many planners and architects ignore. They
over-scale, and especially so in the development of new areas. In the
mega-structure approach now fashionable in the U.S., they have done
away with the street almost entirely; they have buried it in vast
underground concourses, dispersed it over great stretches of concrete,
put it up in the air in glass-enclosed walkways. In creating pedestrian
malls in smaller cities, they have often diluted what street life there
was by spreading it over too much space. The vital frictions of the
street are eliminated; the attractions placed too far apart to support
each other. There is no critical mass of activity to seed more activity.
Tokyo provides examples too. Compare the old streets of Shinjuku
with the new ones in the redevelopment area. As seems to be the case
when designers are given a large blank canvas, the scale is Olympian.
The streets are laid out expansively, with visual order and coherence.
And they are a bore. They are far easier to negotiate than those of the
older section and because of the office population the pedestrian flows
are heavy. But they are essentially transportation flows; along most of
the streets there are no bordering stores or coffee shops to cause one to
tarry. Save in the pedestrian tunnels there is no sense of enclosure.
The sides of the streets are so far apart as not to belong to the other.
There are some good spaces at the destination-the plaza of the Mitsui
Buitding, especially-and as the area is unfilled, there should be more.
But it all could have been so much better. In one of the liveliest subcenters in the world, it does seem a shame that the planners were unable to replicate the factors that help make it so. This does not mean
slavish copies of the picturesque, gratuitously complex street patterns.
In eminently contemporary terms it should have been possible to incorporate some of the basic factors.
The most basic factor is mixture. This is the reason'ftrkyo's streets are
consistently more interesting than New York's. Tokyo's present an
amiable disorder of activities, up and down and sideways, with pachinko parlours, offices, coffee shops all mixed-up together, and restaurants going up two, three, and four floors. Actually, there is a great
deal of order. 'Iokyo's streets have long been structured as a linear
succession of uses, and if they are experienced that way they are eminently sensible as well as interesting. Sigrrificantly, the one area in
Tokyo that is supremely dull is the one most rational by western planning standards-the single purpose Kasumigaseki govemment district. In its imposed order, it is like the civic center areas of many fl.S.
cities, and its streets have as much interest.
Some of the characteristics of Tokyo's streets muy be too rooted in
Japanese culture to be transferable. Rut in such basics:rs mixture <lf
Whyte: Ncrl Yorh ancl Tbkyo
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uses the U.S. has a great deal to learn from Tokyo. F'or years the whole
impetus of our zoning has been to enforce a rigid separation of uses.

Market forces have further accentuated this by pricing out marginal
uses. Now office buildings are erected where once stores and cafes
were. But the new rents are too high for stores and cafes, and in their
stead are windows of banks. In the case of mega-structures, as L<ls
Angeles is demonstrating, there may be no windows at all: just blank
walls. (At the biggest tourist attraction in the area, Disneyland, people
pay money to walk along a replica of a regular street, with sidewalks
and stores. )
There have been counter-trends. New York has introduced vertical
zoning to encourage multiple use buildings, combining stores, office
space, and apartments. In the new open space zoning, developers of
office buildings qualify ftrr floor space bonuses only if 50'[, of the
frontage is given over to retailing or food.
But far more needs to be done; if nothing else, there should be programs to assure mixture where there still is mixture. The areas that
have a street life most like Tokyo's are the mixed use areas on the
fringe of the office and residential areas-such as l,exington in the
upper 50's. Keeping them mixed is going to be no easy task.
In both New York and Tokyo more space should be given to pedestrians. One way is to create space in new construction. New York has
done well in this respect. Through incentive zoning it has induced developers to provide plazas and arcades; in total, more new space than
in all U.S. cities put together. Many of the plazas lacked basic amenities but this is a curable defect; guidelines have recently been adopted
by the city to assure that the plazas be inviting and enjoyable.
Another way is to transfer space from vehicular to pedestrian use.
This can be done with little hurt to space needed for vehiculzrr movement. It is space for non-movement-parking-th at is redundant.
tllimination of just one ten-foot lane along a street could free up large
amounts of space and the leverage effect would be great. Five feet
added to most sidewalks would more than double the effective wzrlkway width.
So it can be with other kinds of spaces-small parks, an'ades, sitting
places. In high density core areas they czrn be a very efficient use of
space. In New York the most heavily used and yet pleasetnt and amenable of spaces are among the smallest; the two best measure 42 by 100
feet and tiS by 100 respectively. In Tokyo, similarly, the spots where
people most Iike to tarry are small, busy places-a sidew:rlk with shoeshine people, the benches alongside a store, a meeting place outside a
station. These are the kind of bits and pieces usually srnrned in orthodox planning, with its emphasis on r>rder:rnd structure. But in them is
the genius of the place, and with just minor rezrlLrcations of spzrce
many more can be created.
For Tokyo and New York, in sum, the opportunities :rro incremental,
small scale. subtle-and therefore immense.
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Lessons from a Strrdy
of Major [J.S. Downtowns
by Kenneth A. Halpern

The steady disintegration of the central city in America has been a
direct consequence of a clearly established, if unwitting, national
policy since WWII. Although in recent years signs of resurgent
strength are evident in the d<-rwntown areas of American cities, there
are still enormous problems ahead. One major problem, not easily
solved, lies in the demography of the older, Iarger American city. In
most metropolitan areas, the suburbs are now richer and more
powerful than the cities they surround. The power comes from the
collective numbers of people in the suburban ring, now often greater
than those in the center city, and effectively represented in Congress.
Much of the money ftrr the good suburban life is still earned in the
downtown areas of cities. Suburbs, many of which were subsidized to
begin with through FHA (F-ederal Housing Administration) lowinterest home loan guarantees and federally funded highways that get
the suburbanites to and from the downtown, further exploit the wealth
of the city through their exclusionary zoning practices, placing the
burden of maintaining the poor solely on the city. Shadrach Woods,
the late well-known American architect, opined, "suburbs are neocolonists."'
Lrxrking more closely zrt the downtowns of nine cities recently surveyed for urban policv design (New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Houston, Washington, D.C., San Francisco, Boston, Atlanta, Minneapolis), several things contradictory in nature and often dealing with
transportation are apparent. For example, the three and a half million
people who must be in these nine downtown areas to make a living are
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inordinarily high levels ofpollution largely caused by
the automobile. Without radical changes in transportation policies,
especially regarding use of the automobile in the heart of downtown
areas in large American cities, any other improvements to the
downtown will be cosmetic at best.
Many cities of moderate size, like Minneapolis and Szrn I.'rancisco,
have tried to ameliorate the negative impact of the automobile
through urban design changes in the city's infrastructure. Minneapolis prohibits the automobile on its main shopping street-Nicollet
Avenue. And San Francisco has reduced the automobile capacity of
exposed daily to

Market Street. Despite Boston's stated program to ban the automobile

from a l0-block area of its downtown, no American city, including

Boston, has effectively placed restrictions on the use of the automobile
downtown as have literally scoreg of European cities in their entire
centers.

Ironically, the downtowns of the two largest cities in the U.S., New
York and Chicago-whose downtowns function only because 80
percent of Chicago's commuters and over 90 percent of New York's
commuters use public transportation-have only recently begun to
implement a modest plan of street closings in their centers to benefit

the high number of pedestrians and public transportation users (State
Street in Chicago and Broadway as it passes through Times Square in
New York will both be closed to the private automobile). Yet it is
Chicago and New York, perhaps more than any of the other cities
surveyed here, that desperately need reorganization of surface transportation priorities to favor the pedestrian, public transportation,
emergency services and pick-up and delivery of goods. Considering
that mid-town Manhattan is an area of only one square mile in a
region of 12,000 square miles, it would seem reasonable that a few
streets in mid-town could be reserved primarily for the one million
people who work in that tiny area, especially since over 80 percent of

them arrived

at work by

means

of underground transportation

systems and must walk to their destinations.

MORE FUNDING FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Part of the reason for the dilemma is simple: more federal money is
available to build highways than to improve public transportation; a
lot morel Between 1956 and 1976, 38,000 miles of interstate highways
were built in the U.S., while from 1945 to 1970 less than 20 miles of
subways were built.2
According to John Hirton, deputy administrator of the Urban Mass
Ttansportation Administration, "Since 1946, federal, state and local
expenditures for highways and roads have totaled $1161 billion.",r
Included in this figure is the $65 billion already poured into the
interstate highway program that was originally estimated to cost 927
billion and will receive another $35 billion if the highway lobby gets
Hirlpern: Studv
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its way. In 1973 alone, $24 billion was spent on highways. Hirton also
said, "More than one fourth of this was raised by property or general
taxes (non-user) and constitutes a clear public subsidy."{ In contrast,
federal grants for public transportation in 1973 totaled only $650
million.
The federal government is ultimately responsible for the short-sighted
aspects of this one-sided program. Having helped hook Americans on
driving to work, only the federal govemment has enough money to
unhook them. Enforcing clean air standards coupled with more money
for public transportation is one approach, but the federal government
still has an inordinately strong bias toward funding highways. Even
the Environmental Protection Agency now says it has yielded to local
pressures and will no longer try to enforce clean air measures
(although many environmental groups are suing cities to carry out
previously agreed-upon standards). This might have been different
had bus and subway riders been as effective a lobby as the auto
manufacturers and oil companies.

HIGHWAYS ARE RARELY IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Despite the amassed knowledge of the problems and inadequacies of
highways, several cities persist in investigating completion of existing
systems. The lesson from viewing older cities such as Boston, New
York and Chicago is that massive highways serve fewer than 30
percent of the incoming commuters at an overwhelming and unnecessary cost (both in terms of dollars and environmental, burdens not
totally unrelated) that is rarely in the community's interest. Says
William Ronan, former chairman of the New York Metropolitan
Tlansportation Authority, "If the l,ong Island Railroad were discontinued, 29 one-way lanes of highway from [-ong Island to New York
would be required to handle the commuter load currently served by the
railroad."i' Only a national program of conservation that simultaneously encourages the use of public transportation will help.

lls Angeles functions-barely-because it has multiple centers,
avoiding the heavy concentration ofjobs at a single point, a common
trait of older U.S. cities. The intensification in recent years of certain
of these centers in Los Angeles, including its "downtown," is a cause
of concern to planners. With t-os Angeles' almost complete dependence
upon the automobile, the increased density might tip the balance and
make the entire highway system, already at peak capacity, completely
unworkable.
Quite the opposite of the situation in I-os Angeles, New York and
Chicago are completely dependent upon public transportation. It is
therefore incredible that these cities are only in the past year beginning to stripe exclusive bus lanes in their respective downtown areas.
Even Houston has exclusive bus lanes downtownl While buses
account for less than three percent of the vehicles on New York's
2t)
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streets, they carry over 40 percent of the surface passengers and are
forced to compete with the private automobile for space.

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION MUST BE MODERNIZED
Another problem is that New York and Chicago's subways are among
the darkest, dirtiest, most dismally depressing subterranean environments ever created by man. Although many straphangers must ride
them to and from work, they abandon what are multibillion dollar
systems at all other times, mainly due to the perception that they are
unsafe (which may be directly related to their foreboding appearance).
While New York and Chicago do have a few modernized subway stops,
steps must be taken soon to up-date their entire subway systems as
Boston has already done. [n fact, Mayor Koch of New York committed
the city in 1978 to just such a program. The expansive subway
networks of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston remain the
key in these particular cities to a cleaner, healthier environment.
The commitment to new and improved public transportation must
include programs to induce more drivers out of their automobiles and
into buses and subways. Some of these inducements can be direct:
increased taxes on gasoline and downtown parking. Some can be less
subtle, such as closing streets to private automobiles. Attention, too,
must be given to the role major employers can play as van and carpooling and other such programs in Houston suggest.
An indirect approach can come directly from the auto ingurance
companies. At present, auto insurance premiums in large cities are
staggeringly high: Boston $950 per year; New York $720 per year;
Chicago $520 per year. Many who own automobiles in these cities
have viable public transportation altematives but may feel obliged to
use their automobiles as they have already spent so much money on
insurance alone. Among other factors, insurance rates depend upon
the type of vehicle being insured, the city in which it is driven, the
driver's age and overall driving record. Given the fluctuating nature of
insurance rates, it would seem that the costs could be substantially
reduced for the automobile owner who uses public transportation
during rush hours; that is, the insurance would not cover the automobile during those hours. This would be of benefit to insurance
companies and auto owners alike. During the five-day work week, 40
percent of auto accidents, including 28 percent of fatal accidents, occur
during the six hours that constitute the morning and evening rush
hours (7:00-10:00 a.m., ll:30-6:30 p.m.). Besides the increased protection
of life and limb, the savings to the motorist should more than offset
the cost of using public transportation.

PLANS FOR URBAN DEVELOPMENT
As to other issues related to urban design, only Philadelphia ofpll the
cities surveyed has a comprehensive plan for the city's development,
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which has been followed officiallv since 196l and unofficially since
1947-and it shows!
With the exception of lower Manhattan, New York and San Francisco
do not have comprehensive plans. Insteird. they have taken several
urban design features typically illustrated in comprehensive plans
and written them into zr.rning larvs. While many of the urban offices
set up were consolidated under burlget:rry cutbacks, the urban design
controls in New York remain leg:rll1,'binding on zrll neu'construction.

THE CASE I.'OR ZONING
Zoning should be a creative tool for regulating new construction to
ensure that future buildings are responsive to existing environmental
conditions. It seems clezrr that mzrny cities should re-evaluate their
bonus systems to better correlate the zoning incentive to the true needs
of the center. In many cases though, cities ought to insist that a
building have certain obligatory urban desig-n features without
resorting to incentives. The intent of zoning incentives works only
when the zoning's basic limit is at a threshold where the developer
wants to build more than the zoning allows. Of the cities surveyed,
only Boston, San Francisco and Ncw York have established clear
zoning policies that work this w:ry: the developer usually builds
according to the city's urban design criteria in order to get a bonus to
build a slightly bigger building.
Zoning can also be instrumental in saving landmarks, but it is no
substitute for a clear public policy to preserve the city's cultural and
architectural heritage. Where local governmental interest or appreciation is lax, as in Chiczrgo, r:itizens should have recourse to state and
federal programs that are strong enough to prevent destruction of
recognized landmarks.
Since it now appears that many center cities are reaching a sort of
population equilibrium (nt least for a few years), zoning bonuses can
no longer be relied upon as a tool to create the kind of open space
necessary in the center and other, more direct means will have to be
used to provide this needed sprrce.

RETURN TO THI.] CITY
In the last 20 years, urban rencwzrl, though harshly more disruptive
than it needed to be, has at least shown the willingness of middle and
upper income groups to live in the city, especially near downtown.
While this may not be a considt'rirtion in cities like Houston (with
control over 2,000 square mile s, middle and upper income groups are in
the city by default). it is vory much a part of thinking in cities like
Phitadelphia, San I"rancisco, (lhiciigo, Iloston and New York where
politicians seek middlc and uppt,r income housing as a way to increase
the city's t:rx base.
22
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Philadelphia's Society Ilill area and San Francisco's Golden
Gateway Center, the housing is affordable to middle and upper income
groups only, but is r.ronetheless an integral part of the city fabric r.r'hich
is accessible to everyone. 'l'he Ilouston Center project and Chicago's
l,ake Point 'I'owers, hou'ever, would portend a future where these
income g'roups live in fortrcss-like enclaves, often in locations *'hich
exploit the city's natural beautl- and only serve to make the surrounding streets deserted irnd unsafe. In the absence of more humanistic
attitudes of developers and their architects, zoning could be used to
insist that future housing not be so exclusionary, at least in appear'
ance and ground-floor use.
Battery Park (litv in New York, if ever built close to its original intent,
will show how a city can provide a well-planned environment accessible to and inhabitable b1, a diverse population.
No doubt the downtowns of the nine cities considered here as well as
other American downtor.l'ns can be revived as attractive places for
business if new opportunities are seized upon to establish urban
desigrr structures that can give grace and beauty to the urban center,
providing urban life with the dignitv and amenity that characterizes
so many cities outside the [J.S. American downtowns can become
vital organisms that integrate shops, offices and apartments with
parks, plazas and a sensible transportation system that conveniently
and comfortably moves passengers and allows for effective delivery of
goods and services.
TRANSPOR'TATION POI,IC]Y A MUST
But if central cities are to beconre workable, livable places, politicians

will inevitably have to make tough and costly decisions, many of
which will be related to reorganizing transportation priorities. Implicit is the need for the citit,s to exert more control over the land the

city directly administers. the more than 50 percent mostly in

side-

walks, streets and parking. 'l'he cost of not making these decisions and
establishing a coherent urban desigrr policy for the downtown will be
even greater, with a continued exodus of jobs and continually deteriorating, demeaning and unhealthy environment.
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Sulrsidized H ouslng
in Chicago
by l)euereut llou'ly, Jr

l)espite the untold billions ofdollars spent in this country over tht'last
half century on subsidized housing, this subject has received trxr little
attention. l)rograms havt' come and gone almost without evaluation of
thcir soci:rl und e<:onomic impact. In the next few years, major
decisions will have to be made about the direction of housing in
Americ:r. If progrnms are to be planned intelligently, they can only be
in the context of the archievements and failures of the past.
Chicago is rrn ide:rl case study of subsidized multifamily housing.
Incorporated in lttltli, it is one of the youngest of the major cities, its
entire development occurred during the post-industrial revolution
period. It h:rs long been an innovator in the technology of building,
und is unexcellcd in the quality of its architectural design, yet its
experience with subsidized housing has, on the whole, been a negative
one. 'l'his raises serious questions as to the very nature of subsidized
housing, whether or not we should have it, and if so in what form.
'l'he more than half century of experience with major subsidized
housing projects in Chicago could have taught many lessons. The
unfirrtunate fact is that it is a story of decline. The first subsidized
housing in Chicago was built by wealthy social reformers without
governmental assistance. Retween 1919 and 1930 three significant
developments were constructed: the Garden Homes by real estate
developer Benjamin J. Rosenthal, the Michigan Boulevard Garden
Apartments bv Julius Rosenwald, and the Marshall Field Garden
Apartments. 1'hey are still standing, and provide better housing than
the great majoritv of the public housing that followed. Although those

'Ihis ,rrrir ll is l,rrsr<i u1x,n nrirlrri,'ls in 'l ltt I'rrtrhtnst: Sa6srdi;r,d
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projects have been successful socially, and are well designed, none was
viable economically. The problem of providing adequate housing for
the poor could not be solved by philanthropic endeavors alone.

PUBLIC HOUSING
The second major wave of activity occurred as part of the New
Deal-the creation of the Chicago Housing Authorifu (CHA) to build
public housing. By 1976, on its 40th anniversary, CHA had become the
Iargest landkrrd in the city and the second largest local public housing
agency in the country. It owned 110,462 units of family housing-,
another 9-,175 apartments for the elderly, and controlled S,OSa privaie
units under its leasing program. The units owned by CHA were in
1,271J separate buildings which cost $563 million including land
acquisition.r As of June 30, 1976 the total CHA tenant population
stood at an estimated 140,000 people, or about 4.5(Zr of the popuiation of
Chicago. This was down from 144,188 at the end of 1975,1 ind t47,842
at the end of l974. r The decrease reflects a slightly higher vacancy rate
in CHA units and the overall trend toward smaller families.
Although it has built and now maintains a massive number of
housing units, CHA has failed to fulfrll the expectations of its creator,
the social reform movement. That movement saw public housing as a
major component in the effort to rid the city of slums and to transform
those at the bottom of the social spectrum into healthy, upwardly
mobile citizens. CHA has eliminated large slum areas and conitructed
a body of sound, safe, and sanitary housing for poor people, not an
insubstantial accomplishment. There is no evidence, however, that the
housing has helped to make the residents more self-sufficient or
contented; in fact, the opposite may be the case.
Among the residents of CHA family housing at the end of 1g75, there
were 40,439 adults and 911,074 children.{ Only 13,2, of thefamilies had
both parents in the home, and that same percentage (although not
necessarily the same families) were self-sufficient, the rest receiving
some form of governmental income grant, mostly AFI)C.i, Of the total

CHA households, 1ll'2, had annual incomes under g2,O0O,24th between
$2,000 and $2,999,25'h between $3,000 and 93,999, tO,Zr between 94,000
and $4,999, and 28th over $5,000.6 Of the family housing population,
959(r were black,3'2, were white, and 2,2, had Spanish surnames. In the
CHA elderly units, 50(Zr of the residents were black, 48(Zr white, and 2(Zo
Spanish.T

The original intent of the federal public housing program was that
rental income should cover operating expenses of the housing projects.
Construction was paid for by the local housing authority's sale of
forty-year bonds, the principal and interest of which are paid by the
federal government. There are three major subsidies involved in such
housing: 1) the direct federal payment of the construction bond
Bowly: .Srbsidlzed Housirtg in Chigago

principal and interest, 2) the loss to the federal treasury due to the fact
that the holders of such bonds do not have to pay income tax on the
interest received from the bonds, and l]) the loss to local taxing
authorities because the housing authority does not have to pay real
estate taxes, but only an amount equal to 10'X, of rental income (which
for CHA in 19711 was only $695,290').
Through the earlv 1960s, CHA tenant rents were at least enough to
pay the projects' operating expenses. As late as 19fil1, a small operating budget surplus existed, which was used to reduce the federal
payment of construction bond principal and interest. After that date,
rental income failed to keep up with grezrtly increasing operating and
maintenance costs. In 1967 the federal government started paying
CHA an operating subsidy (ten dollars per month) for each elderly
apartment. The major operating federal operating subsidies came
with the Brooke Amendment:a provision in the 1969 Housing Act that
limited a tenant's rent in the federal public housing program to 25'li of
the family's adjusted gross income, with the federal government
paving the local housing authority the difference between the actual
operating cost and the rent received."
Bv i976 the basic rent schedule on units for families irt or below (lHA
income admission limits was $50 for an efficiency, $60 for a onebedroom, $70 for a two-bedroom, $80 for a three-bednrom, $90 for a
four-bedroom, and $9ir for a five-bedrr)om apartment. However, due to
the Brooke Amendment, the majority of the tenants paid even less
than these basic rents. By 19711 the average rent of CHA federal
developments was $45.15 per unit, per month, representing tl2''i, of the
total operating cost per apartment, which averaged $l06.tll.r" By 1975
the average rent had increased to $5il.I;4 but represented only lJ9'li, of
the operating cost of $1117.64 per unit.rr
CHA's income figures demonstrate its increasing reliance on direct
federtrl subsidies. In l97l CHA received a total ofjustover$il1 million
from the federal government, about $19 million for debt service, $i1.5
million for the Brooke Amendment subsidy, $6 million for the elderly
and other special programs, and $2.7 million for the leased-housing
program.rr By 1975, the total from Washington had more than doubled
to $67 million, broken down approximately as follows: $25 million for
debt service, $i37 million firr the deficit subsidy, $l).ti million for the
Ieased housing program, and $1.6 million for the 'larget Projects
program.rr In 1975, CHA tenants paid onlv $21].tt million in rents for
the federal projects. r
'fhe .12,7;|l-r units controlled by CHA in 1976 were less th:rn 4')ir of the
total residential housing units in Chicago. Although the absolute
number of CHA units is large, it is statistically almost insignificant as
a proportion of the total number of units in the city. The majority of
the poor families live in privatc, housing. The public housing program
rnight have achieved more ifit had been conceived and carried out as a
demonstration of high-quality housing design zrnd innovative conI
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struction techniques, instead of being scaled down, as
bare minimum.

it

was, to the

EARLY OBJECTIVES
It is difficult to ascertain the exact design objectives of early public

housing projects, because they were not articulated by the administra-

tors or architects. Economic considerations played a part in the

housing design but were by no means the entire picture. Although the
reasons for those decisions are now a matter of conjecture, it is
possible to isolate certain factors. 1) In the understandable concern for
quickly replacing some of the terrible slums that existed, too little
attention was paid to the aesthetic and social implications ofthis new
type of housing.2) The federal and CHA officials responsible for the
projects knew little about architecture. 3) A conscious effort to make
the building modest, to blunt public criticism that poor people were
getting something for nothing from the government, also assured that
public housing would not compete with the private housing market.4)
'Itre overlv detailed specifications formulated by the governmental
burezrucrzrcies inhibited creativity. Also important was the lack of
public pressure on CHA to produce well-planned and desigrred housing. What resulted were dreary rows of barrack-like dwellings, physically better than the slums they replaced but not very attractive
compared to the majority of the housing in the city.
The greatest defect and ultimate irony in the history of public housing
is that the social reformers, who were its most dt'dicated early
supporters, neglected the social dimensions of their creation. 'fhe very
people who should have been most sensitive to the consequences of
building massive projects inhabited solely by poor families, and
containing no facilities for broad social interaction except a few parks
and community centers, completely disregarded them.'fhe philosophy
of both the social reformers and public housing officitrls was paternalistic.'l'hr: residents were treated like children, and the tragedy is that
for some it was a self-fulfilling prophecy-they acted like children itnd
were satisfied to have public housing and welfare policios trrntrol their
lives. Public housing thus tended to perpetuate a permanent clnss of
dependent people.
'lhe public housing concept's most basic fault was isolating poor
families into enclaves. Such limited exposure fails to provide residents, especiallv the children, with the opportunity firr contact with
people in a variety of circumstances. Even in slum zrrt'as there is
usualll'some better housing occupied by middle-class families, u,ho
mity even own their homes. The ideal of making the extremely poor
population upr+,ardly mobile, part of the originzrl philosophy of public
housing, would have been best achieved by getting them out into the
generirl population where there is some interaction across class lines,
sonle exposure as to how the economy and the busincss world operate,
irnri sorne exposure to persons with more education.
Ilrrrvlr': Srrbsrrlr.-
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Another reason for family public housing's lack of success was simply
that it had too many missions. In addition to providing housing ioi
the poor and jobs for construction workers, it was a major vehiiie to
empty the slums. This added tremendously to land acquisition costs,
and required by defrnition that the projecis be located'in slum a.eai
where often the only tenants attracted would be those on the very
bottom of the income scale, usually with large families, who simply
could not afford to go elsewhere. The slum clearance itself displacecl
thousands of families, many of whom were relocated to existing CHA
project!
-under .spgcial priorities. A de /aclo purpose of public hirusing
(after Elizabeth
Wood, CHA's progressive firsf directdr, left in 1954'i

w:is to isolate-the poor and especially the black population away from
the white middle-class areas of the city. Although nominally iHA i"
an independert agency, in reality it has operaied as an ar"m of city
government; its commissioners are appointed by the mayor, mur,h of
its planning is done by city agencieq and its iites have had to be
approved by the City Council.
Public housing construction during the 1950s and most of the 1960s
involved almost_ exclusively high-rise buildings. This type of housing
was viewed by CHA as having a certain inevitability. CHA could have
constructed the same number of units in low-rise buildings, on the
same_ sites where-the high-rise projects are located but apparently felt
unable, or unwilling to do so. Throughout the periord- there -were
numerous small vacant lots and large vacant tracts of land available
both in the inner city and in the outlying areas. Other major cities
including Cleveland, I)ittsburgh, and I-os Angeles built no elevator,
family public housing whatsoever. The high-rise projects in C-.hicagri
are ironicallv anti.urban in their planning. With 8ft,L;, or more of their
sites left vacant., they lack the characterijtics that difft,rentiate:r city
from a sub-urb: intensity of land use, a variety of building types, th-e
presence of small shops and other businesses, churches und'institutions of various types.

MODERATE INCOME PROJECTS
The..attempts to develop moderate-income subsidized housing, like
public housing, were not very successful, but for different reasons. The
endeavors of the Chicago l)wellings Association, and later the Kate
Maremont Foundation and the Community Renewal Foundation,
involved smaller projects than those of CHA, with better architecture
and some experimentation in rehabilitation of existing housing. They
were financial failures, however, because of inadequate subsidies and
mismanagement. Those Section 221(d)(3) and Section 2il6 projects
buitt with federally subsidized mortgages at below market intirest
rates and developed by community organizations were also fiascos. In
retrospect it is incredible that completely inexperienced groups were
allowed to develop multimillion-dollar piojects, with l(X),ii, finincing.
The input of such groups into planning housing is highly desirable,
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but it should have been recognized that the housing field is a highly
complex and competitive one. To turn over such undertakings to
amateurs is comparable to teaching a novice to fly an airplane by
putting him in the cockpit and giving him the controls. The bcttcr
course would have been to let the community groups start with small
rehabilitation projects, and allow onlv the ones which showed real
proficiency to get involved in the large undertakings.
According to HUI) statistics as of mid-1976, 50 Section 221(d)(:l) and
236 projects, with 2,6i19 units, had been foreclosed or were in the
process of foreclosure. This represents more than 13'ti, of the city's
units.ri The foreclosures were heavily concentrated in the projects
developed by nonprofit sponsors. Some of the buildings rehabilitated
under the two programs have already been demolished, just a few
years after their rehabilitation. In addition there were 33 projects with
4,620 units that had their mortgages in default as of 1976.16 Many of
these were for new construction projects by for-profit developers. Some
were only a few months behind in their mortgage payments, and some
had been in default since 1971 and were more than 50 months in
arrears.rt HUI) does not want to take back the projects because it is
not set up to own and manage housing, and the market values of the
projects are considerably below the balances of the mortgages. Also,
too many foreclosures are embarrassing to HUD, because it shows
they financed nonviable projects. HUD thus plays along with the
owners of many properties in default, especially if at least the interest
on the mortgages is being paid. If the Chicago foreclosure and default
figures as of 1976 are combined, they comprise 83 projects, with 7,259
units, or 36.4'h of all 221(d)(3) and 236 projects built in the city, a
dismal record. HUI) hires private real estate companies to manage the
properties it takes over, and eventually hopes to sell them to new
buyers. Many are in bad locations, and some are in terrible physical
condition.
Even with the high delinquency and foreclosure rates, some of the
221(d)(3) and 2116 developments have been financially successful,
especially those built by professional real estate developers. They
were, on the whole, much more careful about the sites they selected
than the nonprofit developers. A few have achieved the full permissible retum of 6'n,, but many others have made a lesser profit. They have
presumably all benefited from the tax shelter afforded by the projects,
and some investors have even contributed additional capital to help
cover operating expenses in order to prevent a project with a negative
cash flow from going under, to preserve the tax advantages and their
equity position.
In addition to selecting better locations, the private developers have
tended to hire experienced managers or management companies for
their properties, which some of the community organizations have not
done. Professional management has not guaranteed success, but has
achieved a better record than that of community groups which
Bowly: .Subsiriiztd Housing irt ('higago
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marnage(l their own properties. I)rofessionals were more insulated
from krcal prossurc, ftrr cx:rmple, to rent apartments to the friends and
relatives of the leadurs of <ummunity groups, regardless of their
desirahilitv irs tenants.'l'he professional managers tended to screen
potential ten:rnts more carefully, and to favor elderly tenants who are
more dep(,ndable than ]rounger families with children in the home.
F or m:rr.r.v of'the 221(d)(ll) and 2ilfi developments, even those with good
krc:rtions and rn:rnargement, unexpectedly high real estate taxes and
sharply increasing expenses and federal limits on rent increases were
simply too rnuch of a li:rbility zrnd they failed to break even.
The subsidies ret'eived were not enough to make the projects viable.
There were those who benefited regardless of the viability of the
projects, including the building contractors and mortgage lenders.
Both groups lobbied aggressively for the programs, and saw to it that
they were designed in such a way that they lost nothing even if the
projects failed.

DEVI.]LOPMI.]NT AU'THORITY AND SECTION EIGHT
By 1976, with the virtual construction halt of CHA projects and the
221(d)(3) and 2i16 programs, additional multi-family subsidized housing in Chicago was Iimited basically to projects with mortgages from
the Illinois lJousing I)evelopmcnt Authority. IHDA is able to issue
below-market-rate mortgages because its bonds offer tax-exempt interest.
It must be remembered that the cost of IHDA projects is not free to the

In f:rct, the mechanism of tax-exempt bonds to finance
mortgages is actually very expensive when considering the drain on
the federal treasury. Research shows the cost of mortgages financed
by tax-exempt bonds to be high in relation to the benefits conferred.
Because most of the bonds issued by state housing finance agencies
are held by persons in the high income tax brackets, and by banks and
insurance companies, it has been estimated that the tax loss is equal
to 48'% of the amount of interest paid on the bonds. The dollar benefit
conferred, in the form of lower interest rates on the mortgages, is
considerably less than .l!l'X,.rr It would be less expensive for the federal
government to simply subsidize the mortgages directly, rather than
Iosing a greater amount of tax revenue through tax-free bonds. Also,
the presence of more tax exempt bonds on the market tends to bid up
the interest rates that have to be paid on them, and increases costs to
all local and state governmental units raising funds on the bond
market.
The United States Housing Act of 1968 and the Housing and Community l)evelopment Act of 1974, with its Section 8 program, heralded a
change in federal policy away from developments built specially for
the poor, and toward getting them into the private housing market.
Under the Section 8 program the local housing agency, CHA, leases

taxpayers.
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privately-owned apartments and in turn subleases them to low and
moderate income families at rents equal to 25% of their adjusted
annual income. The federal government pays the difference to CHA.
The program has not had a major impact as it involves only a few
thousand units, although there are an estimated 600,000 families
eligible for it in the Chicago area.
Because of the tremendous amount of paperwork involved, many
landlords are reluctant to participate. Also, the program has been
misused. CHA secretly secured 1,384 Section 8 subsidies for units that
it owns, built in the 1950s by state and city funds and thus not part of
its main body of federally subsidized housing. It then used the federal
commitment of continuing Section 8 subsidies of high "market rents"
for the units to secure a $10 million mortgage to rehabilitate them. The
transaction was not announced until it was an accomplished fact. The
effect was not to provide additional housing for poor people, but
instead to provide an additional federal subsidy to CHA. HUD has
also approved Section 8 commitments to 100% of the units in newly
constructed buildings financed by IHDA. Again this is in contravention of the intent of Congress in formulating the 1974 Act which seeks
an economic mix in housing, and thus avoidance of geographical
concentrations of poor families.
HUD is currently misusing the program to help unload its inventory of
foreclosed Section 221(dXS) and Section 236 projects. It has agreed to
give virtually all such projects on Chicago's West Side, several
hundred units, to a community group complete with millions of dollars
in gtants to renovate the properties which were built or rehabilitated
only 10 to 12 years ago, and with continuing Section 8 subsidies to
insure their future viability. In light of the previous failure of the
projects, a strong argument can be made that good money is being
sent after bad.

THE CHICAGO CONTEXT
Future housing policy must be formulated in the context of what is
happening to our cities generally, and can only be made intelligently if
major demographic forces are understood. The most dramatic change
in Chicago during the quarter century from 1950 to 1975 was the
accelerating loss of population. As recorded by the census, its population reached a peak in 1950 at 3,620,962. It declined to 3,550,404 in
1960, a drop of 70,558 or just under 20V0, and by 1970 the population
had fallen another 181,045 to 3,369,359, or a decline of more than 570. It
has been estimated that the 1975 population of the city stood at
3,094,143, a decline of 275,216, or 8.2V0 in only five years.re It is
predicted that the city's population will be below 3,000,000 by 1980 for
the first census year since 1920.
This decrease is due to the combination of the declining birthrate and
a greater number of people moving out of the city than moving into it.
Bowly: Subsidrzed Housing in Chiqago

As the total population ofthe city has decreased, its black population
has increased steadily, from 14% in the 1950 census, to 23Vo in 1960,32V0
in 1970, and an estimated 38(Zu in 1975.,0 The declinein population has
been so great that, according to estimates ofthe United States Bureau
of the Census, between 1973 and 1974 the entire metropolitan area lost
population because the suburban growth was less than the city's

population loss. Specifically, in the six-county Chicago Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), the population fell from
6,999,800 on July 1, 1973, to 6,971,200 a year later; the 1974 figure was

actually 6,500 less than the 1970 Chicago SMSA total.2I These declines
are part of the national phenomenon of migration to the "sunbelt"
areas of the South and Southwest, especially Florida, Tbxas, and
Arizona.
The housing stock of Chicago also shifted during the period. In 1950
there were 1,106,100 units in the city and the total increased by 108,800
units, or 9.8%r, to about 1,215,000 in 1960.22 The housing supply in the
city increased significantly during the decade, even though the
population decreased slightly. This is a result of the ending of the
postwar housing shortage, less doubling up of two or more families in
a single unit, and the creation of a vacancy reserve which is normal in
a market without an acute shortage of housing. Since 1960, however,
the housing stock has fallen in Chicago. In 1970, according to the
census, it stood at 1,209,200,,rt a decline of 5,800 units or about one-half
of one percent during the decade. A special Census Bureau study
called Component of Inventory Change (CINCH) found a slightly
smaller total of 1,197,300 units in the city in 1970, and found that there
had been a decrease of 19,300 units during the 1960 to 1970 decade.2a
During the years 1970 through 1975, building permits (excluding
public housing) were issued for only 18,673 units in Chicago,2., accompanied by demolition permits for 30,282 units,26 yielding a decline of at
Ieast 11,609 units. The actual decrease in housing units during the
period was probably considerably greater because of: 1) units demolished without permits, 2) the surplus of mergers of small apartments, over-conversion to smaller units of large apartments, caused
mainly by the banning of glass emergency fire doors opening into
other apartments and, 3) the withdrawal of marginal units from
the market (for example, the city has been aggressive in forcing
discontinuance of use of illegal basement and attic apartments). As
the stock of housing has fallen in Chicago . .. and the suburban areas
have grown, the city's proportion ofthe housing units in the metropolitan area has decreased from 66%r in 1950 to 56% in 1960, and to 49% in
1970-the first year the suburbs had more units than the city.27
F)ven though the supply of housing has fallen in Chicago since 1960,
the decrease has been much less than the population drop, and thus
the housing market is nowhere near as tight as it was then. Available
evidence indicates that by the 1970s there was no longer an oyerall
housing shortage in Chicago although specific shortages remain,
Real Estate Issues, Winter 1979

most notably sound housing for poor families, and rental units in
specific areas such as Hyde Park, the North Side lakefront neighborhoods, and the I.'ar Northwest Side. The vacancy rate ofhousing units
in the city increased from 4.7% in 1960 to 5.8(2, in 1970.rF The 1970
vacancy rate was twice as high as New York City's 2.U,1i,, and higher
than the 4.6rlr rate in lls Angeles.2e
Tladitionally the greatest shortage of housing in Chicago has been in
that available to the black population. In the last three decades there
has been so much white out-migration from the city, and such massive
racial change, that by 1976 there was not even a general shortage of
housing units in the predominantly black sections of the city. As the
black population has become increasingly middle class and moved to
neighborhoods not previously occupied by blacks, the vacancy rate in
the traditional ghetto areas has gone up; for example, Woodlawn and
Lawndale became depopulated as many of their residents moved to
South Shore and Austin respectively. The remaining shortage of
sound housing for the poverty population is more a function of the
inability to pay rentals necessary to support such housing than of a
physical shortage of housing units.
In the late 1960s and the 1970s, a new phenomenon has come upon the
scene in Chicago and many other American cities-the large-scale
abandonment of housing by owners who simply walk away from their

buildings and leave them to be demolished by the city. Housing
abandonment has been most prevalent in the old ghetto areas of the
South and West Sides, but is also occurring in Uptown and the Near
Northwest Side Humboldt Park area. The ultimate cause of housing
abandonment is lack of demand for marginal and slum housing.
Rents in the late 1960s and the 1970s have stayed constant, or at least
not gone up enough at the lowest end ofthe housing spectrum to offset
inflation of costs, especially heating costs, maintenance, repair of
vandalism, :rnd real estate taxes.
ONE CONTRIBUTING CAUSE MAY BE
INEQUITY IN PROPERTY TAXATION

A 197i| study for HUD by Arthur D. Little, Incorporated, evaluated
real estate taxes in 10 cities and found that in Chicago tax rates were
relatively higher in slum areas than in other sections of the city. The
study isolated "Stable Neighborhoods" (Hyde Park and Norwood
Park), "tJpward 'Iransitional" ones (Ijncoln Park), "l)ownward
Tiansitional" (l-ogan Square), and "Blighted" (Woodlawn). 'l'he effective real estate tax rates (property tax as a percentage of ownerreported market value of the property) for the selected Chicago
neighborhoods were as follows: Stable, 5.2'X,; Upwzrrd tansitional,
0.tl''i; l)ownward tansitional, 4.7()1; and Blighted, l0.7rli). rtr Thus the
effective tax rate was li] times higher in the tllighted neighborhoods
than in the Upward Tlansitional ones.
llrrrvll': .Sahsrr/i:cd
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!]1e precise effect of real estate taxes on housing abandonment is
difficult to ascertain. The Arthur D. Little study found that when real
estate taxes in-Chicago were considered as a percentage of rental
receipts, the differences between types of neighborhoods'were not as
great. The figures were: Stable, 20.720; Upward Tfansitional, 9.9,)1,;
f)ownward tansitiona-l, 17-.4V0; and Blight;d, 19.g(Zr.,u The study may
have become obsolete by the late lg70J because of new assessment
practices in Cook County. As each of the four assessment districts is

being reassessed, according to the regular quadrennial pattern, there
greater- input into the system of iecent-sales of comparabie real
estate in the area (by the use ofcomputerized data). Many properties in
the inner city actually have had their assessments lo*erld foi tne nrst
time in many years. It is difficult to evaluate real estate taxes and
housing abandonment because taxes have in fact usually not been
paid for several years prior to the abandonment.
As demand.for housing in the worst area ofthe city has decreased, the
nature of slum ownership has changed. Multiple ownership of buildings in such areas by real estate companies and investors has been
reduced, because of their declining profitability. The buildings are
increasingly individually owned, or ai least being bought on
by people who live in the buildings themselves oi in tiie area."ont.u"t,
If there
were still h-igh demand for housing in the inner-city areas, the rents
there would be bid up and there would be an incentive to maintain the
buildings at least at the minimum level necessary to avoid a demolition suit by the city.
An important factor for the future of Chicago is whether the city will
be able to maintain its existing middle.class population, both Llac[
and white. In recent years there has been some middle-class relocation
from the suburbs to Chicago, but of course a much greater outmigration of middle-class families to the suburbs. ChicagJhas always
had very strong neighborhood identification, especially'ty its middieclass population which was originally based -to a high degru" u.,
ethnicity. It is unrealistic for the city to try to attraci midd'ie-class
families in. any. great numbers to the highly blighted
areas, even if
attractive housing were made available there. - Due to its limited
resources, the city seems to have no choice but to limit large-scale
exp-enditures in those areas. Possibly in 20 years or more, w'hen the
-be
cycle has been completed, there will
the cirance of a revitalization,
accomplished by a new wave-of urban renewal, in which the city sells
the land it has accumulated by virtue of demoiition liens ana unpaia
real estate taxes.

is

LOOKING AHEAD
A.controversial philosophy concerning the city's role in the current
urban dilemma has been articulated by Anthony I )owns, former
chairman of the board of the Real Estate Researc( Curpo.riin., ..rJ
influential in Chicago and national housing policy. In recommending
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how cities should spend the limited funds available under the federal
Community f)evelopment Program, he draws the analogy to the
military medical technique called triage. Under triage, combat surgeons divide their patients into three categories: l) those who will
probably sunrive whether operated on or not, 2) those who are so badly
injured they will probably die whether operated on or not and ll) those
for whom an operation would probably make the difference between
life or death. Like the surgeon, Downs advocates that cities should
devote their major resources to neighborhoods in the third category,
which he calls "in-between areas," as opposed to the "healthy areaJ"
or "very deteriorated" ones.'r2 Although such a policy is unpopular
with many people, it seems the only rational course at the present time
with the federal funding ofhousing and urban programs at a very low
level. If cities tried to spread the funds out to all problem areas, they
would probably have no discernible effect, as has been the case with
many urban programs in the past.
The economic and social forces affecting housing in Chicago are so
vast that the city govemment itself is unable to have any major
impact on them, and it is questionable whether even the present
program of the federal government, unless funded at a very high level,
would have much effect. It is clear that modest programs such as those
of Sections 221(d)(3) and 236 have not been very important in the
overall recent history of the city. Rather than trying to provide
housing by programs such as these, the ultimate solution- to the
problem of low-income housing is to provide the poverty population
with the necessary funds to compete adequately in the private market.
The main housing problem of the poor is simply that they do not have
the funds to secure adequate housing. There are two major ways this
could be remedied: by a guaranteed annual income, or by a system of
housing allowances. The guaranteed annual income would be the
most comprehensive solution to the problem, and the one that would
promote maximum freedom. It would allow poor families to afford
sound housing in the private market but would also permit them, if
they chose, to live very modestly and spend a small proportion oftheir
income on housing and the rest for other things. Although the idea ofa
guaranteed annual income has been widely discussed for more than a
decade, support for it does not seem to be increasing because of the
high projected cost and the unknown effect such a system would have
on employed persons with marginal incomes just above the level of the
guarantee figure.
Sections 501 and 504 ofthe Housing Act of 1970 directed HUD to set up
an experimental prog'ram to determine the feasibility of a system of
housing allowances. The Experimental Housing Allowance Program
was launched in 1971 by HUD's Offrce of Policy Development and
Research. Among the major institutions participating in various
aspects of the experiments are the Urban Institute, Stanford Research
Institution, Rand Corporation, the National Opinion Research Center,
Bowly: Sub.srdized Housing in
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and the M.l.T.-Harvard University Joint (lenter firr [)rb:rn Studies.
The project is actually composed of threc major studies.'l'he first is a
three-year consumer or demand experiment to mezrsure the effect on
low-income recipients of different types :rnd levels of alkrw:rnces. [t is

being conducted in Allegheny County, Pennsylvzrnia (I)ittsburgh), and
Maricopa County, Arizona (Phoenix). Over 1,7(X) households at ear:h

location are being provided with 17 different forms of housing
allowances, for comparison to each other and with a r:ontrol group not
receiving any allowances.
The second major experiment is a market one c:rlled the Housing
Assistance Supply Experiment, to determine whzrt effect housing
allowances have on the supply of housing. Major questions being
considered are: will the allowances merely bid up rents in poverty
neighborhoods, or enable the poor to move out of them? Will housing
allowances cause an increase in the supply of sound housing by
encouraging rehabilitation and new construction? 'fhis experiment,
which is to last five years, is being conducted in Brown County,
Wisconsin (Green Bay), and St. Joseph County, Indiana (South Bend).
It started in 1974, and ultimately was planned to involve about 1ir,000
households. The program is open to all families (but not to single
people under 62 years old unless handicapped) unable tr.r afford
standard housing, using one-quarter of their adjusted gross incomes.
Each household receives monthly cash payments to bring it up to that
level, provided each resides in safe and sanitary housing.'fhe study
includes both renters and homeowners. As of the end of September
1975 the median income of those enrolled in Green Bay was $ll,4tl0 and
the median monthly housing allowance was $59. In South Bend, the
median income was lower, only $2,7110, and thus the median allowance
of $74 per rnonth was higher. r'' The hnal experiment, to run frrr two
years, will evaluate administrative methods and costs. It involves
eight public agencies administering small housing allowance proEJrams of 400 to 900 families each in various urban and rural locations
around the country.
By the early 1980s these studies should be finished and evaluated, and
there may then be an effort to enact a housing allowance program.
Such a system, unlike earlier federal housing policies that were funded
at such a relatively low level that they failed to touch most ofthe poor,
would be based on universal entitlement and would thus be a major
income transfer program. Uke other such programs-public aid, food
stamps and Medicaid-it would be aimed at a specific national goal. It
could be funded at any level, but to be effective the cost would be large.
Very early estimates have ranged from $5 to $7 billion per year.:rrA
realistic estimate for the cost during the 1980s would be $10 billion
annually. That amount could theoretically be raised simply by cutting
back the $2.38 billion direct federal budget outlay for subsidized
housing and eliminating the indirect federal housing subsidy now in
existence, based on the income tax deductibility of real estate taxes
and mortgage interest, which totals more than $9 billion per year.r'i
i]6
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'Ihese indirect federal housing subsidies accrue overwhelmingly to
families with incomes of $10,000 or more per year. j6
If a national housing allowance system were enacted it would cauae a
large inflow of resources into the Chicago housing market, and might
well provide sufficient demand to stimulate the maintenance ind
rehabilitation of a considerable amount of existing housing. In the
past, housing policy has experimented with several subeidized housing programs in an attempt to find solutions to the problem of
adequate housing for poor people. The programs have not made a
decisive impact, at least not in Chicago. The potential of a housing
allowance program is that it would involve large-scale resources and
that it would work through the private housing market, which has
effrciently produced a tremendous supply of largely well-designed and
constructed housing. The housing allowance remains the best hope for
a solution to the low-income housing problem, and perhaps for the
future viability of the housing stock of Chicago.
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Design Trends:
Humanizing the Office
Environment
by Helmut Jahn and Dianne M. Ludman

Secretaries, corporate executives, marketing managers have replaced
laborers and factory workers in numbei; softwlre has replaced
hardware. By the mid-80's, the office will be the primary plrace of
employment in the nation. With this social shift hasiome the need for
architecture to respond to the changes in the work force, the need for
more "humanized" office spaces.
The office building is no longer the place of routine procedures and
sterile coldness, a place effacing the identity of the indlvidual worker,
a place of status and glorification of commercialism. The emphasis is
rather on human factors-the variety of tasks to be performed, the
work flow, improved environmental control and efficiency, the needs
and goals of its workers. The office has evolved into an information
and communication services center, rearranging the distribution of
work and responsibility.
F'rank Lloyd Wright's Johnson Wax Building, Racine, Wisconsin,
1936-9, is one of the rare exceptions in the past of an office environment that considered the life and needs of the daily employees. The
quality of life is becoming a deciding factor in the choice of where to
work or live as workers are becoming better educated, more sophisticated. People go to their "place of work" rather than "job,r' and
consider a comfortable atmosphere a basic right. Employers are being
compelled to provide more amenable workplaces. The desigrrs of offrce
buildings propose attractive, stimulating workspaces, integrating the
various aspects of human behavioral needs: physiological, safety and
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security, social, ego and self-fulfillment needs. The office building
becomes an amenable, liveable environment, a setting responsive to
human activity.
A new image of the corporation itselfis emerging that corresponds to
the changes in the emphasis of the nature of business. Companies are
concerned less with conveying hard-line tactics and more with
appealing to human qualities and emotions. They enhance their
image as people-oriented corporations by attempting to convey a
corporate sensitivity and consciousness of quality. Programs of
corporate enlightenment, sponsorship of the performing arts, philanthropic civic activities, art patronage has as much to do with corporate
image-making and public relations as with tax incentives and investment portfolios. For their physical structures, they seek those that will
embody and express their new image as well as provide an arena for
the activities for those to whom they appeal.

BACK TO THE GARDEN
Deere & Co. is one such corporation concerned with maintaining a
tradition of quality while also operating on a human level. It has

committed a large investment in the arts, tastefully acquiring a large
corporate art collection, intelligently seeking the services ofarchitects
recognized in their profession. Architect Eero Saarinen and landscape
architect Hideo Sasaki created a headquarters for Deere & Co. in
Moline, Illinois that is a strong, elegant statement, not only as zr
beautiful piece of architecture but in its creation of a better working
environment. Sensitive to the needs of its future users, the headquarters building provides a tentative open plan dividine floors with
moveable partitions, creating small communal groups of workers. In a
more democratic layout, window views are given to assistants and
secretaries, and in the exchange, executives and administrators
occupy the central areas. Intermingling exterior views into the interior
spaces, Saarinen provided views and visual enjoyment for all workers.
The recent addition of I)eere West by Kevin Roche/John Dinkeloo
continued that tradition, and created a building sympathetic with
Saarinen's, yet establishing its own identity. The dramatic focus of the
building is the 11,000 square foot interior garden. Surrounded by the
office spaces, the garden is also integrated into the life of the office.
'I\vo floors enter out into the landscape; a third floor balcony overlooks
it. Besides its visual expression, the garden functions as a circulation
element; employees walk through the garden to the cafeteria. The
concept of direct participation and human entry into the interior
garden developed at I)eere West marks a change from carefully
deposited office plants for decorative effects, or, for example, the
remote sunken sculpture garden created by Isamu Noguchi for
Skidmore Owings & Merrill's Chase Manhattan Bank of the 60's
where humans, sealed off by windows or balcony, were allowed to
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"look but not touch." A subtle aspect of human factors design, then, is
the need for providing a sense of participation and personil choice of
the user. In the lavout of office space, in the landscaped garden, Deere
& Co. headquarters provides its occupants the involvement necessary
for a sense of well-being.
A similar use of an interior garden incorporating a sense of direct
contact was achieved at the Bradford Exchange, Niles, Illinois, where
architects Weese Seegers Hickey Weese Architects Ltd. transformed :r
discarded strip store into an office and display space. A 3,000 square
frxrt skvlit, sunken landscaped garden with a fountain and running
brook serves;rs the central organizing spine, dividing the areas of
office landscape. The garden also acts as a conference and dining
area, and a museum display area and small theater for visitors
contribute to the people-oriented offrce. While imparting a soothing
atmosphere, and creating aesthetic effects, the trend towards office
gardens contributes both to the corporate image and to more humanized workspaces that reflect the growing concern with health, nature,
clean air and water, and other issues affecting the quality of life.

ATRIUMS, NATURAL LIGHTING

In the design of the new corporate headquarters for Rust-Oleum
Corporation by C.I.'. Murphy Associates, the underlying idea was to
create a pleasant and humane space flooded with daylight-a building
that is open, Iight and inviting. f'l-re satisfaction of the employees, the
warm, cheerful atmosphere encountered in the offices of the recently
completed building are strong indications of the successful fulfillment
of those ideas. In creating the office space, the office can be a ',special
place" in which its workers can have a stake, and encourages a sense
of pride and respect.

\
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Situated on a 11.96 acre site in the suburb of Vernon Hills, Illinois' the
design for the Rust-Oleum headquarters sought to preserve the site firr
landscaping and its visual benefits rather than parking.'llte structure
seemingly floats above the below-grade parking, where workt'rs entt'r
from ttre depressed area up into a pleasant and open environment.'l'ht'
ll0' x 40' bays cantilever 20 feet in one direction and 15 in tht'other trr
optimize the parking area and create large column-free office spitce.
Siairs and ramps tie the floating structure to the outside grountls, not
as heavy anchors but rather invitations to above. Once invited into
the central skylit spine, employees find all functions organized around
the spine with the utmost efficiency, openness and comprehensibilitv.
The atrium-the central unifying space-divides the office into f<tur
modular areas, two on each side of the spine. The sense of openness is
accentuated by modular desk arrangements and glass-walled offices.
With its stairs ascending up through the spine, and the st'rit's of
bridges interconnecting office areas, this central space helps pt'ople
circulate, entices them to move around. The interplay of verticals,
horizontals, diagonals and the colorfully painted mechanical systems,
treated as sculptural forms, and reflecting the owner's products,
contribute to the visual and spatial excitement for the user. 'l'htr
atrium, then, becomes the "people place." In one section of the atrium
is the employee cafeteria; the visitor waiting and reception room in
another. Other amenities afforded the daily worker include an uudiovisual room, a chapel. Flooded with comfortable natural daylight (an
energy savings as well), the inside also provides just as pleasitnt a
view to the exterior landscape beyond. At night, the visuzrl effects
provide a heightened sensory experience.
There has been an increasing use of atriums and skylights and
natural lighting in developing architectural concepts to humanize
interior spaces and provide comfortable and functional work environments, while at the same time exploring the applications of natur:rl
light to energy savings and the efficiency ofthe building. C.F. Murphy
Associates' design for the Program Support Facility for the [)epart'
ment of Energy at Argonne National Laboratories in Illinois is a
building with insulating glass and skylights designed to act as a solar
collector. and at the same time deals with the effects of daylight and
the creation of a human environment as an alternative to conven'
tional office space. The concept of the interior spaces is based upon
open office planning and the maximum use of daylight to increase
user comfort and conserve energy. The three-story atrium facilitates
orientation, movement and spatial comprehension for the user, in
addition to providing natural illumination within and a view to the
natural wooded environment outside. The Argonne Program Support
Facility represents a serious and sophisticated approach to the
considerations of the use of natural light, and a thorough un:rlysis of
its contribution to the performance of the building in terms of humarn
satisfaction and comfort as well as energy efficiency.
Real Estatt, Issrtt,s. Winlar 1979

THE URBAN CONTEXT
The urban office building presents its own special needs, for example,
the desirability ofits location, its relationship to business corridors, its
access to transportation and commuter routes. The new urban office
building is being placed within the context of its city site. Infill
buildings are seeking compatability with existing neighbors. Plazas
and street level spaces become integral elements in the design. The
result develops the creation of urban spaces-spaces with their own
unique rhythm and flow of activities. Large urban office buildings are
aware that their mere presence will alter and create, populate and
invigorate these new urban spaces. In addition to the life within their
offices, they will be contributing to the life of the city streetscape,
realizing a human concept on a more public scale. Outdoor plazas
become people places, boasting large scale sculpture, offering an array
of activities-places for relaxation, enjoyment, entertainment, dining.
L.lrban plazas, whether indoor or outdoor, can relate to the pattern and
pulse of the surrounding streets, to the office building itself as a
unifying element, or as an inviting entry adding to the gradual
crescendo of the spatial excitement. In an almost classic Italianate
tradition of urban living, the populace within the privacy and
restrictions of their respective offices can escape to the social ambiance of the city's new grand piazzas.
The underlying idea of C.F. Murphy Associates' Xerox Centre now
under construction in the heart of Chicago's business district is the
design of an infrll building on a comer, placed within the context of the
remaining block on the Dearborn Street corridor. The 880,000 square
foot office building is set back 20 feet on I)earborn and at Marble
Court, continuing the landscaped promenade established by the First
National Plaza. Breaking with the concept of a "freestanding tower"
on a plaza, the Xerox Centre slopes towards the neighboring structures, and its curved wall transforms the two sides of the MonroeDearborn corner into a single, provocative facade. In its attempt to
preserve and invigorate the streetscape, the speculative office building
thus becomes vitally important in creating and enriching the environment in our cities. At the ground level ofthe Xerox Centre, emphasis is
on providing pedestrian circulation through the building. The location
of commercial areas along the perimeter achieves maximum exposure
both from the street and within the building. Plans for outdoor
sculpture reinforce the overall commitment to continuing the creation
of spaces for people begun along Dearbom.
Skidmore Owings & Merrill's design for Three First National Plaza
shares the aim at contextualism and compatability with its neighboring structures. One ofthe nine new office buildings to rise in Chicago's
I-oop area, it features a l0-story g:round level enclosed atrium, and a
granite tower rising behind it, and continues the Chicago tradition of
integrating function with distinctive design. Another design from the
same firm is that of a multi-atrium office building, stacking three
Jahn & Ludman: Design Trends
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atriums vertically. The mechanical core is located at the back of the
building, freeing the front for either atriums or expansive office floors.
Tbrraces overlooking the atriums offer tenants a variety of spatial
configurations from floor to floor.
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Another building that will soon participate in the life of the Chicago
streetscape is the 584,000 square foot addition of trading floors, office
space and support areas for the Chicago Board of T[ade and the
Chicago Board of Options Exchange, a joint venture of C.F. Murphy
Associates and Shaw, Swanke, Hayden & Connell. The addition,
designed to function with the existing building as one unit, pursues
the relationship of old and new as a generator of form. The building
derives its formal characteristics from an interpretation of the Art
Deco style of the existing landmark structure, not duplicating its
technique but rather its meaning, and thus expanding beyond the
modernist interest in form as a resulting expression of function and
technology to instead achieve a new synthesis.
44
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While the addition will preserve the history ofthe life ofthe building, it
will at the same time create a new life of its own. An important design
element is the accommodation of a covered pedestrian arcade at street
level, resulting from projecting the building 20 feet on its sides beyond
the existing structures to provide adequate size trading floors. The
arcades along its east and west will meet and continue along its south
side, where it adjoins the Loop's celebrated elevated transit line. From
this arcade a two-story mid-block street ties into the existing lobby,
thus encouraging retail activities and movement through the commercial spaces ofthe building. The concept ofthe office building as a place
f<-rr human activity and the creation of a type of urban life-style is
carried through within the design of the building as well. The first
twelve floors are large bulk spaces housing the trading floors and
support functions cr.rrresponding to similar spaces in the existing
structure. Above this, the office floors are desigxed as U-shaped spaces
around a central atrium which adjoins the existing structure. Glass
elevators, providing orientation and revealing the original building,
will offer their users a dramatic, soaring experience of space-a sense
of being borne up into the past. Communication, as it relates to
people's use and perception of buildings and their meanings and
associations, then becomes a determinant in the approach of office
buildings to the basic human needs and behavior of the people they

will

serve.

INTT]RIOR PLANNING
The interior spaces of office buildings reflect similar humanizing
concepts and trends. The type of interior layout should evolve from a
thorough process of planning for the organization it serves and should
h:rve a built-in czrpacity for change and growth. Changes in space zrnd
facilities pl:rnning reflect changes in the operating structure of the
office; the office layout mirrors the corporate matrix as it operates-the quality and quantity of personal interactions, workflow
relationships and the hierarchy of authority. Within the office building, open office plzrnning provides one solution for maximum flexibilit1' of communication nnd organization planning. The richness of
exterior irnd interior space, light and vistas, for example, can be
shared by nll levels of the work force. Modular seating arrangements
can provide flexibility and accommodate growth. In a post-Miesian
age, the trend away from huge office floors, from the efficiencies ofthe
tiberlandschaft cl:rssic office landscape, marks a growing shift towitrds rnore human goal-oriented planning. In commenting upon the
results of the recent national study of office environments conducted
by l,ouis Harris & Associates for Steelcase, Ada Louise Huxtable
wrote that the workers "resent the slick, inflexible impersonal arrrlngcments. ... 'l'hev agreed, almost to a man and a woman, that the
relationship of surroundings to job satisfaction is extremely high.
'ltreir c:rll is not for more stylish design but for more considerate gnd
,lahn & Ludrnart: l)tsign'l'rancls
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comfortable desigrr .. ." (New Yorh Times, January 31, 1979). Modifred
open office planning offers appropriate degrees of enclosure-areas for
privacy and thought, areas for social grouping, planned for the
psychological comfort of workers.

THE HUMAN FACTOR
I)esigrr trends have begun to signal changes towards redefining the
concept of the office buitding in more human terms. The use of atriums
and skylights, exploited for energy efficiency, enhances the enjoyment
and use of space, provides comfortable natural illumination and a
sense of visual openness. Flxterior views and landscaped vistas are

available to workers through carefully planned fenestration. Indoor/
outdoor landscaping and gardens bring a more direct contact with
natural surroundings; improved environmental control adds to user
comfort within. Color, shape, form offer aesthetic, sensory appeal,
adding to the excitement of a more stimulating work environment.
Employees have begun to expect certain amenities: dining facilities,
parking facilities, entertainment and a schedule of activities. Family
recreational facilities, game courts, recreational balconies, locker
rooms are becoming part of the architectural program, as corporate
clients take advantage of the current fitness boom and the insurance
benefits of corporate fitness programs. Pedestrian circulation routes
become critical elements in the design process; organization and
circulation of the structure are a determining factor in the efficiency
and comprehensibility of the building on the part of the user.
Urban office needs-function, technology, energy, visual identity-are
integrated with civilized zrmenities, as the new city office building
becomes conscious of its c<-rntribution to the quality of the urban lifestyle. Placed within the context of its city streetscape, the more peopleoriented office buildings encompass within their programs indoor,/outdoor plazas, arcades, m:rlls, atriums, pedestrian circulation routes,
encouraging a flow of activities, entertainment, retail and commercial
operations and benefits in rhythm with the pulse ofthe city. Entrances
suggest openness, expansiveness; enclosed or open plazas replace the
tmditional monument:rl nnd intimidating lobby.
In the process of redefining the office surroundings in more human
terms, architecture and design concepts are clearly responding towards the creation of more humanized work environments.
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Noise and Property Value
by Max J. Derbes, Jr., CRE and George H. Cramer

II

HISTORY OF STUDY
In recent years much attention has been focused upon environmental
factors, particularly in residential areas. In the wake of air traffic
noise litigation, increasing concern has followed over automotive
vehicle noise, especially along limited access highways. As a result,
the Highway Act of 1973 and the Federal Aid Highway Progtam
Manual call for noise abatement measures along certain federallyaided highways where noise exceeds acceptable levels as determined
by the Federal Highway Administration.
The Department of T[ansportation and Development, Office of Highways of the State of louisiana, felt there was a need for an investigative study to determine the effect, if any, ofhighway noise on adjacent
residential property values. The Office of Highways also desired that a
procedure be formulated which could be followed routinely to derive a
fair measure of the effect, if any, of noise on property value.

OVERVIEW OF STUDY
General Aims-The purposes of this research as cited in the research
plan were to determine, by use of accurate, acceptable practices, the
effect, if any, of highway noise on adjacent residential property
values; and to provide a set of procedures which could be followed in
any situation to give an accurate, fair measure of the effects of noise
on property value.

This article is an excerpt from "The Effects of Highway Noise on
Residential Property Values in l-ouisiana," a l4uisiana Highway
Research Project Monograph published by the huisiana [)epart.
ment of Transportation and Development, Research and I)evelop'
Max J. flerbes, Jr,, CRE, is the principal ol the New Orleans firm
of Max J. Derbes, Inc. A member of the American Society of Real
Estale CounBelors, he has authored numerous articles and special'
izes in counseling on urban development. George H. Cramer II is

an environmental engineer for the Lruisiana Depaftment ofTlansportation and Development.
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The findings were to be provided in a format that might be implemented by the Department of tansportation and Develc,pment's
engineers and appraisers in planning for future highways and in their
eviluations of rights-of-way. This format is also useful to the Department's expert witnesses in litigation proceedings.
Method of Procedure-The general method used to determine
market effect of noise was as follows:
1) Preliminary noise level (Lro) readings were taken in selected areas
to determine if noise was above acceptable evels according to the
Federal Aid Highway Prograrn Manual.
2) Sales and rental data were analyzed to determine if there was a
sufficient volume of data available for comparison of properties close
to the noise source and away from it, in order to determine market
value effects.
3) Each potential area was examined to determine whether or not it
would meet certain selection criteria agreed upon by the Department
of Tlansportation and the appraisers.
4) After the compilation of initial data and inspection of an area or
subdivision verifred that it would meet all the criteria, a more in-depth
noise study was made to determine the noise environment.
5) Sales and rentals of similar properties close to and away from the
noise source were compared. Where additional information was
needed to assure valid comparisons, interviews were conducted with
owners of houses away from the noise source to ascertain the
condition of the home at the time of the sale or the particular
circumstances of the sale. In many cases, the units were also measured
to determine square foot living area.

METHOD OF COMPARISON-SINGLE FAMILY HOUSES
The study makes the following comparisons between homes subject to
above average noise levels and others not so affected: individual
comparison of sales prices of similar homes, yearly resale percentage
increases of similar houses, frequency of resales.
Where a subdivision being studied contained virtually identical home
models, the sales were separated by models for purposes of comparison. AII sales of a matching model for a year before and after a subject
sale near the noise source were used for comparison, adjustment for
time being made by using the average monthly resale increase fi.gure
for that model. Also adjusted was the lot size differential.
Owners of all subject houses (with the exception of a few who could not
be contacted) were interviewed to obtain basic information about the
house, such as the number of rooms and special features. Homeowners
were also questioned regarding the condition of the house at time of
sale, renovations or additions, conditions of sale, and any other
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pertinent data. If, after time of sale and lot size adjustments, any
iomparison sale was more than a small percentage above or below the
subject sale, a visual field inspection was made. When there was no
apparent difference in the homes, the owner of the comparison home
was also interviewed.
A different approach was taken in the subdivisions which were
developed with homes having substantial variation in design, model,
etc. Homes close to and away from the noise source which sold for
similar prices at about the same time were contrasted. AII homeowners
were interviewed with this procedure. All homes were also measured in
order to make comparisons on a square foot value basis. This method
of comparison was used to avoid making many adjustments to price
for individual differences which could affect the objectivitv of the
study.
Where there was more than one sale of a subject house over the time
period studied, the resale increase of the subject was compared with
ihose of matching or similar homes away from the noise source.
Frequency of resales close to the noise source and away from it was
compared. The number of sales on a gtreet was divided by the number
of developed lots on that street to determine the rate of turnover in
homes. The rates of turrrover for the noise-affected and non-affected
areas were then compared. Any transfers from a succession (estate)
were excluded since such a transfer is not a voluntary sale by an
individual. Tiansfers to and from a corporate entity, such as a bank or
transfer company, were counted only as one transfer, since the
corporation ii merely a conduit to transfer the home to another
purchaser.

METHOD OF COMPARISON_APARTMENTS

If there is any financial loss in apartments due to high noise level, it
must be reflected in either the unit rentals or occupancy of the
apartments near the noise source, as compared with similar units in
tlie complex away from the noise source. Therefore, the study compares the apartments close to the noise source with those in the same

complex away ftom the noise as to the rent level of comparative units,
occupancy level, and requests of tenants in noise oriented
apartments to move back to units not having the noise.
Because of the scarcity of apartment units in New Orleans and Baton
Rouge, many of the apartment complexes which front on either the
Inteistate Highway or on frontage roads adjacent thereto had such a
high occupancy rate that they could only be surveyed from the
standpoinf of rent levels and moveback requests. Only one unit, La]<e
Kenilworth, had a sufficient vacancy rate to study in depth the
occupancy rate of the units near the noise level as compared with other
apartments in the same complex.

theii
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The evidence ofthe units with high occupancy levels is still considered
valid from the standpoint of rent levels, and particularly move-back
requests.
the apartment occupants were sufficiently dissatisfied,
-If request
they would
that they belllowed to move to units away from
the noise source as they became vacant.
Apartment units were sought which had a high noise level on a local
arterial collector road in New Orleans and in Baton Rouge. None were
found which fit the criteria. However, two units were Tound, which
backed into the Interstate Highway with frontage on Veterans
Boulevard, with high noise levels from this local road.

Conclusions

GARDEN APARTMENTS
An objective study of the effect of highway noise on the value of

apartments is not a simple task.
1) The

n<.rise levels of many complexes on expressways frequently are
not sufficient to qualify as above acceptable levels determined by
the Federal Highway Administration.
2) Many apartment units, in times of apartment undersupply in a
given area, have very high occupancy levels making noiie-rilated
vacancy research impossible.
3) Owners and managers at times will not cooperate by fumishing
rent rolls and other information needed for the study.
4) Owner and manager prejudice can influence the results in a
particular apartment complex.
5) The highway gives prominence and exposure which assist the
owners and managers in renting the apartments, at times above
levels obtained for similar units in remote locations. Further, these
attributes might benefrt the occupancy levels in the complex. yet,
at the same time, those units near the noise source can command
less rent or have less occupancy.
While no apartment complexes in this study were found on major
arterial collectors which were not also on interstate highways, thiee
were found which had frontage on both (two in New Orleans irea and
one in Baton R.ouge). All three had no adverse effect as a result ofthe
noise levels of either the Interstate or local road. Rent levels for similar
units were the same for noise oriented and for interior units. There was
only one complaint fiom the local road highway noise study and this
was from a party who complained about the noise of the air condi
tioner. There were no requests for move-backs. There were no vacancy
problems in the noise oriented units; however, this is not sigrrificant
since the complexes were close to 10070 occupied.
One apartment complex in Baton Rouge and nine in the New Orleans
area fronted on interstate highways and were researched generally;
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however, detailed studies were not made because all had unusually
high occupancy rates.
1) The rent levels for noise-oriented units were the same in all cases as
with similar units away from the noise.
2) In all these units, there was but one request to move and this was
motivated by a desire to get into a cheaper, one-bedroom unit from
a two-bedroom unit. This is the only move-back request known.
3) There were no known move-outs because of the noise.
4) Older people apparently prefer the front apartments even with the
noise because of security and the fact that they do not have to drive
their cars to the rear of the complex.
5) Because of the generally high occupancy rates, there were no
problems with vacancies in the noise related units.
6) The view from the front (living room) of the apartment was
apparently more important than the noise problem.
7) Proximity to recreational facilities was more important to adults
than the noise problem.
8) Being removed from the young children's playground was more
important than the highway noise.

Lake Kenilworth apartment complex was studied in detail because it
10070 occupancy, previously did have a small rent
concession for some units on the highway, and owner cooperation was
obtained.
1) Some of the units facing the highway had a 6.8570 rent concession
which was eliminated recently without any increase in vacancies

had less than

over a short time period. The rental obtained for the noise oriented
units was the same previously as for similar interior units excepting that the interior units did not have an outside balcony. Interior
units with balconies were charged 917 per month more.
2) The occupancy rate for the noise oriented units was high as
compared with similar interior units facing concrete parkingarea,
an open canal, and a major street (not the Interstate). The units
facing I-10 did have slightly more vacancies than units near the
shopping center, interior lake, or interior courtyards. It was
concluded that proximity to the noise did not contribute to vacancy
ratio of the front units since the occupancy rate on these units wai
about at the overall average of the complex.
il) Points 2,3, 4,6,7 and g in the study ofthe nine New Orleans area
units were applicable to l,ake Kenilworth Apartments.
4) Considering the prominence and exposure of Lake Kenilworth
Apartments, it was concluded that the benefits of the highway
more than overcame the prior loss of 917 per unit for somJof thL
noise oriented apartments. Furthermore, occupancy and recent
experience with no rent concession tend to prove that the $17
reduction was due to owner's prejudice. All the other units on I-10
East had no rent concessions.
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In light of the fact that the noise levels of all these

compJexes were
above recommended maximum levels, and the findings of the study, it
is concluded that the highway noise in this area does not have an
adverse effect on rental income or market value.

SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
Selection of suitable subdivisions for testing the effect of highway
noise is important if any objective study is to be undertaken. Having a
suffrcient amount of relevant sales both near and away from the
highway at about the same time is mandatory. Those data which

re[uire lhe least amount of adjustment for differences (both physical
and economic) give results with the least possibility of error.
Willowdale Subdivision-This is an ideal subdivision to ascertain if
high noise level ofan interstate highway causes a diminution in value:
because of the age of houses (about 15 years), because of the presence
of similar models backing into the highway and in the interior, and
because of numerous sales both on and off the highway. While 1l of
the sales on the highway tend to indicate that the houses in the
interior sell for 5.4370 more than the houses on the highway, there were
seven other sales on the highway which indicate that the interior
houses were, in fact, worth 6.92% less on the average. This is after
adjustment for time and lot size. Therefore, the sales data do not
appear to be sufficient evidence to indicate that there is an adverse
effect on the property values because of noise.
The houses backing into the highway over the last six years resold at a
frequency rate of 1.99% less than the overall average of resales in the
subdivision, which is no indication of dissatisfaction to a point of
selling frequently.
The overall percentage of value increase per annum is lower for houses
backing into the Interstate by 1.6170 per annum according to the
criteria of the study; that is, increases over 12.5Vct annually and under
2.4(% were eliminated. Interestingly, two resales were eliminated which
w<ruld run the average to a plus 1.7% for the houses on the highway,
one at 31(Zo annual increase, the other at l}.4Vct. Since there were only
eight houses abutting the highway which resold over the six-year
period, this result is not considered sigrrificant.
Vineland Subdivision-This is an area of new houses next to
Willowdale which face the frontage road alongside the Interstate
(therefore, there is noise and view diminution potential). With a
limited number of comparables, the sales indicate that the prices
obtained, adjusted for price only, favor the interior houses by 2'83%.
However, most of this is due to the narrower lots ofthe houses on the
highway.
It was obvious that the houses in this small subdivision had exceptionally high resale values. It is interesting to note that the five sales of
houses facing the Interstate frontage road were at an average annual
lt2
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increase of 3.18% higher than the five sales off the highway. Resales
on the frontage road were at an average increase of16.39%r per annum
and off the frontage road at 73.21% per annum.

Terrytovrn-This study

of new, middle class housing shows that on

this busy major arterial collector, the deviation is so small as to be
insignificant. This tends to indicate a lack of buyer resistance to the
parkway with its traffic and noise. There is only one resale of these

relatively new houses on Terry Parkway and it was at a 13.63% annual

rate of increase which compares favorably to the resales of four
interior houses at an average annual increase of l2.7gVo. There is no
potential for an adequate sales comparison or a frequency of resale

comparison because the houses are so new.
Holiday Drive-This study of houses on a busy major arterial
collector tends to indicate that the houses in the interior sell for from
7.5% to 2.lVo more than the houses on Holidav Drive. This is the result
after adjustment for the larger lots on Holiday Drive, for the time of
the sales and, to a limited extent, for condition. Because all lots on
Holiday Drive were larger than the interior house lots, such a small
deviation could easily have come from the lot or time adjustment.
Furthermore, it is felt that there is at least this percentage of
imperfection in the single family house market.
The resale percentage increase averages slightly higher for the
ilterior houses (.24%) than for the four houses on Holiday Drive.
However, it should be pointed out that two of the four sales were
eliminated because they were too high (16.77V0 and 14.35% annual).
The houses in this entire subdivision had relatively high resale values.
The frequency of sales for Holiday Drive is 10.83% per annum whereas
the overall subdivision rate is 11.470. This is over a six-year period.

Sherwood Forest Boulevard-This heavily traveled street in
Baton Rouge with custom homes has a high noise level of 72 dBA,
with approximately the same quantity of traffic as Holiday Drive;
however, the eight models studied over a three-year period do not show
any adverse influence from the noise. The noise levels on Holiday
Drive in Algiers (New Orleans) approach 76 dBA because the speed
limit of 35 mph is not strictly enforced as the same speed limit ii on
Sherwood Forest Boulevard.
The comparison of sales on Sherwood Forest Boulevard and sales of
houses off the boulevard show very little difference in price per square
foot. Of the eight houses studied, it appears that hve housei on
Sherwood Forest Boulevard sold for 6.5Vn more than the interior
houses before adjustment for the higher price per square foot which
the smaller houses should bring. Three housei on Sherwood Forest
Boulevard aparently sold for 3.0% less than their interior comparables.
Both of these average variances are greatly reduced by thelact that
almost consistently smaller houses will sell at a relatively higher
square footage price. Therefore, there appears to be no apprecilble
vanance.
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Resale frequency is so small, both for Sherwood Forest Boulevard and

the interior houses, that this is not considered a good test in this
subdivision. Percentage increases are likewise considered not reliable
because of the small size of the sample.

Slidell Country Club Eetates-A different method of comparison
was used in this super-suburban subdivision. Sales of houses which
backed into I-12 were noted, and houses which sold for a similar price
away from I-12 were studied. A standard of overall price per square
foot was used, and it showed that the houses which backed into I-12
actually sold for an average of $28.45 per square foot, while the
average of the houses in the interior sold for $26.64, or 6.8'[r less. This
is about par, since some ofthe houses backing into I-12 were somewhat
smaller than their comparables. The average resale price increase was
11.170 per annum for houses backing into I-12, while that for the
interior was 9.870, or 1270 less. The frequency of resales of the houses
backing into I-12 was just about the same as the average ofthe houses
in the balance of the subdivision for the six-year period.
SUMMARY
The abundance of evidence is that the houses which back into the
Interstate Highway in Willowdale Subdivision, Vineland Street and
Slidell Country Club Estates neither suffer a price diminution as
measured by sales comparisons and resale price increases, nor do they
sell any more frequently than houses in the interior.
There is some evidence that some of the houses on the Interstate sell
for less if the person taking the sample selects only those houses in
this category. However, on an overall basis, those differences in prices
are so small as to be inconclusive. For instance, in Willowdale
Subdivision on Interstate 10, there were samples which indicated both
ways, and the percentage price increases were very close. On Vineland
Street, which faces a frontage road alongside I-10, the values were
2.83% lower for those facing the Interstate; however, the lots of these
houses were smaller. In the quiet super-suburban community of
Slidell, the houses in the Country Club Estates showed no appreciable
difference as between those backing into I-12 and those in the interior.
For homes on major arterial collectors, the new homes in Terry'town
and those in Sherwood Forest in Baton Rouge showed no difference.
Holiday Drive in Algiers (New Orleans) did show from l.4Vo to 2.5V0
lesser value than the interior houses; however, the imperfections of the
residential single family house market as well as the adjustments
taken for the larger lots on Holiday Drive and the time adjustments,
could account for this. If there is a true effect on market value on
Holiday Drive, at least a part of this is attributed to the fact that the
speed limits are not strictly enforced in this residential suburb of New
Orleans.
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The Appreciation and Volatility
ofP rlce rn Different
Classes of Housing
by Michael G. Ferri and L. Randolph McGee

This paper explores the relationships between the characteristics of
housing (age, size, and so on) and changes in the price units over time.
Important findings can be summarized briefly at the outset. The price

of what must be called the "better unit"-the bigger, or newer, or more
luxurious house-is subject to greater change in price than the smaller
and less well-appointed house. Furthermore, the price of the better unit
is more sensitive to general housing conditions, indicating that the
less luxurious unit has greater price stability across the upturns and
downturns of the economy.
The analysis was motivated by an unusual gap in the research on
housing economics. This research provides abundant information
about the relationship between a house's attributes and its price, but
there has been little investigation on the association between price
changes and characteristics. For example, it is easy to find how much
an additional bath may add to the price of a house, but difficult to
locate any information about whether houses with more baths might
increase faster or change prices more quickly than units with fewer
baths.
The research was carried out with tools borrowed from modem
portfolio theory and investment analysis. This field has been preoccupied with variation in the prices and returns offinancial securities and
has devised a set ofprice change measures that can be very instructive
of the cause and degree of price volatility. In fact, some of these
measures have already been applied to certain problems in real estate
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'fhis paper complements those earlier efforts and demonstrates the increasing usefulness of portfolio-oriented techniques to
the study of housing price movements.

economics.

A BRIEI'.' RI'VIEW OI' PORTFOLIO THEORY
'fhe eventual outcome of an investment is never known with certainty.
An investor can know, at best, only the list of possible rates of retum
on his investment and the relative likelihood (or probability) of each
rate. 'fhe pairing of outcome and probability is a probability distribution, a tool which facilitates investment analysis. The expected retum
from the investment is given by the mean of the distribution. The
project risk is represented by the dispersion of possible outcomes
around the mean. Investments with widely flung possible rates of
return are risky, in the sense that the investor cannot be very
confident about his eventual profits. Projects with possible retums
clustered near the mean are relatively safe investments because the
investor has only minor uncertainty about the eventual rate.
Though several dispersion measures are available, modern portfolio
theory has adopted the standard deviation of returns as its chief
measure of dispersion and, hence, investment risk. This theory,
associated with the works of Markowitz and Sharpe, views the
standard deviation of retums as the total risk of a project. But risk has
been refined by partitioning that total risk into two components. The
first is unsystematic risk, caused by factors unique to the asset. The
unsystematic risk of an equity share, for example, is most usually
attributed to the firm's management, capital structure, or to its
regulatory environment. Systematic risk is that variation in retum
which may be caused by factors prevading the entire economy and
affecting the retums of all assets. Interest rate movements, inflation,
and political events are commonly cited causes of systematic risks in
equities.
I'he separation of total risk into systematic and unsystematic risk is
accomplished by means of regression analysis. Regression is a
statistical tool for determining how much one variable (the dependent
variable) will change in response to a fluctuation in a second variable
(the independent variable). When change in the dependent variable is
a result of one independent variable, regression amounts to drawing a
Iine through points which are pairs of values of the two variables.
Such a line cannot intersect every point, because of random and
unpredictable disturbances in the economy. But the line can be drawn
so that it is as close as possible to all of the points. The line that
minimizes the differences between itself and the various points is the
"best" fit and gives an algebraic representation to the relationship
between the two variables.
Portfolio analysis utilizes this technique by employing an average
market return or the retum on some market index as the independent
i)(i
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variable and relating it to the return of an individual security. The
return from a market index will adequately capture the influence of
factors that pervade the economy and cause the prices (and returns) of
all assets to vary-the definition of systematic risk. So, the relationship between this market and some security indicates the systematic
risk of that security. Any remaining risk is unsystematic, due to
factors peculiar to the firm and not to factors that may affect the
performance of all firms.
The application of regression analysis to portfolio theory can be
further explained by use of the followin g Equation (1):

(t) Rit rti + p1R1n1 +e1
Here, Ri is the return (gathered for a number of periods) of asset i,

R-

is the average return on a large number of assets: e is the random
shock or disturbance in a time period, and the number of t's or time

periods from which the data can be gathered is largely a function of
the scope of the inquiry at hand. In analysis of equities, the return on
the asset is defined as capital appreciation in the period and any
dividend payment in that period divided by the price ofthe preceding
period. The rate of return on the market is defined as the change in the
average price of the assets plus the average dividend, divided by the
average price of the preceding peiod. Equation (2) glves a formal
definition of these rates:
{2) (a) Rit

: (Pr P1 1 + D1) / Pt

tb) R-g

- tV1 V1 I

t;and

+ D!'6) i V1-

1

where P is the price of the asset, D is its dividend, V is the average
value of the group of stocks that make up some index, and D* is the
average dividend of the stocks in the index. Standard and Poor's 500
Common Stock Index is commonly used to represent the price of the
"market" for equities and the measure of the impact of systematic
factors in the economy.
It should be noted that regression analysis will give estimates of the
values of a and p in Equation (1).T'he regression intercept, o,isthe
average return on asset i when the market is unchanging (or when R-1
= 0). The slope coefficient is B (commonly called "beta"). t 3s16
measures the fluctuation in the asset's return for a given unit of
change in the market's average return. Value Line's volatility index
for stocks is one practical application ofthe beta concept. Beta may be
formally defined as the covariance between the asset's return and the
market's return, divided by the variance of the market's retum:

di

:

('ou tRi.
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Equation (l/ is called the capital market line or the market model and
is graphically represented by Exhibit 1.

EXHIBIT 1
THE MARKET MODEL FOR A HYPOTHETICAI, SECURITY
Rit
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The x's are pairs of

R1

and R6. p is 0.55; rr is 0.2

Beta is an index of the sensitivity of an asset's return to movement in
the returns of the entire set of assets to which it is similar and with
which it forms a "market." Thus, beta coefficients make possible an
ordinal ranking of assets on their systematic risk. Assets with high
betas (greater than 1.0) are very sensitive to and actually more volatile
than the average asset or the market itself. For example, an asset with
a beta of 1.3 will have a change in retums that exceeds that of the
market by 30 percent when the market's general value is rising and
that fall 30 percent more than the market's overall average when the
market is in decline. Assets with betas in the neighborhood of 1.0 have
patterns of return that are similar to the market's general movements.
l-r8
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An asset with a beta of less than 1.0 will be less volatile than the
market. That asset will rise less than the market does and fall less
than the market does. This asset's systematic risk is said to be
relatively low. Betas may be estimated for any interval-week, month,
quarter, and so on-for which the necessary data is available. The
required data consists simply ofreturns on the asset and returns on a
representative market average.
Portfolio theory supplies two measures of risk-beta and standard
deviation-for the analysis of risk and return on housing investments.
Standard deviation represents the total variability in the return, and
beta gives an ordinal ranking of the assets on their responsiveness to
changes in general market conditions. In a later section of this paper,
these measures of risk, and a measure of rate of retum, will be
estimated for different types of housing.
THE MARKET MODEL AND HOUSING
According to some analysts, certain features of housing and real
estate argue against the use of the market model. The multitude of
localized real estate markets is said to make identifying the "relevant"
market, for the application of portfolio analysis, a difficult task. The
possibility that local markets are segmented according to the income
of buyers andlor the location of individual properties may make
identifying the proper market even more difficult. Another trouble
some feature of the real estate market is the infrequency of sale of any
one unit and the resulting discontinuous price history of particular
houses. An additional pitfall may be the long planning horizon of
participants in the market who view their purchases as capital assets
and not as liquid investments. I.'inally, the use of the market model
requires a great deal of data; real estate data from any specific local
market might be insufficient.
The search for the relevant market should be resolved by the following
consideration: the appropriate market for evaluating an asset's
systematic risk is the largest market in which it and similar assets are
traded. Market model studies of equities employ an index of the
average price for the nationally unified market for stock, and similar
studies of bonds use indexes of the price level in the national market
for bonds. The national stock and bond markets are considered
relevant in these studies precisely because the price of a stock or bond
is unaffected (save for local taxes, perhaps, or minor frictions of
transactions costs) by the location of the asset or the participants.
Indeed, there is a unified market for bonds and for stocks. But houses
are not liquid financial assets. The price of a house is obviously and
directly influenced by its locale or region. The appropriate market
index would be that index that reflects the average price level of
housing in the relevant region or locale. It should be noted that
hedonic studies2 of the value of individual attributes of housing are
confined (generally) to local markets: cities, counties, or metropolitan
F'erri
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areas. It seems acceptable that studies of the relative price I'luctuations and increases of houses with different characteristics should
have a similar focus.
Possible segmentation of the local markets along lines of the income of
buyers or the location of the units should also be considered in light of
the highly successful hedonic studies. Restricted to particular local
markets, these studies clearly assume the existence of local arbitragers who drive the marginal prices of attributes to some appropriate
level. Another way of stating this crucial assumption is to posit such a
variation and richness of incomes and preferences (and other features
of assets and participants) that the real estate market becomes
continuous for the important characteristics of housing. In either case,
the hedonic approach relies on the assumption that the lines of
segmentation are not pronounced, or at least not enough to fragment
the local market. Thus, it seems proper to conclude that an analysis of
the price volatility of housing of different kinds (and attributes) should
be based on the same conclusion: that the local market is sufficiently
unified to provide unbiased estimates of the price of attributes and of
the relative price changes of housing with different attributes.
The frequency with which individual housing units are traded is
another concern. Unlike many financial assets, most houses are
traded infrequently. The market model cannot be applied to the price
history of specific housing units with any ease because that history is
not likely to be rich enough in recorded prices. The model can be
extended to broadly defined classes of housing, in terms of age or size
of a unit for example. A continuous price history can be created for
such classes, which could be based on the average price of the
particular units in each class that do change hands in a period and
across a number of periods. In other words, one can develop the
measures of total and systematic risk only for certain types of
housing, but not for individual units. One may be able to show, for
example, that houses between six and ten years old have greater total
and systematic risk than younger houses, but unfortunately it would
be close to impossible to estimate the risks of some given seven-yearold unit as opposed to the market risks of a certain three-year-old
house.

Extending the market model to housing requires an index of the price
of all housing, representing the value of the "market" for housing. On
this basis it is possible to define the return, in each period, to housing
in general and to specific classifications of housing. It is also possible
to define the average return, across a number of periods, for housing
and each type of unit. Finally, it is possible to estimate both the total
and the systematic deviations in returns (through the use of the
market model) for each type of housing.
Long planning horizon of many participants in the real estate market
is another problem. However, numerous markets share this characteristic also, and many buyers of bonds, stocks, and other assets
60
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anticipate a long holding period. But each of these markets eventually
becomes continuous, both in terms of supply and demand, precisely
and especially because few participants have t}:,e same plans. The
multitude of preferences regarding time creates trading in which one
can find few sharp cleavages and in which continuity is the rule.
Another feature of all markets is the existence of arbitragers who can
alter any anticipated holding period for obvious gains from special
transactions. There are many brokers, Realtors, and financial institutions who fit this description and who would supply needed continuity

in demand and supply of housing in the rare event that the greatly
varied horizons of the multitude of participants do not provide a
continuous market.

DATA AND INDEXES OF HOUSING PRICES
The data for this project consist of 2,746 observations on the sale of
single-family, detached, residential units in L,exington (Fayette
County), Kentucky, over the interval from January 1971 to December
1975. The data have been previously employed in a study of hedonic
prices and hedonic indexes.3 Each observation in this set contains
information on several important characteristics of the basic housing
unit. Of particular importance in the following tests are: 1) age in
years, 2) the presence or absence of central air conditioning unit, 3)
residential space in square footage, 4) the size of the lot in square
footage, 5) the presence or absence ofa garage,6) the number ofbaths,
in terms of half-baths (1.0, 1.5, etc.), 7) sale price in dollars, and 8) the
time of sale in months (and quarters) and years. The data were
gathered from the Multiple Listing Service of the Board of Realtors of
I-exington, and represent a very large sample ofthe recorded sales in
this period of time.
From this data,24 quarterly-price indexes were created which cover
the period from 1971-I to 1975-IV. The value ofany index in a quarter is
the mean sale price of the group of houses of a particular type sold in
the quarter. One index is the average price ofall units sold; this grand
mean functions as the index of the value of the market for housing.
Five indexes were created on the basis of the age of the house. There
are price indexes for housing that is less than or equal to five years old,
housing aged between six and ten years, and so on. Tlvo price indexes
were created on the basis of the presence of a central air conditioning
unit; one index plots the average price ofhouses that have such a unit
and the other index pertains to the price of houses without this
amenity. Tlvo indexes pertain to the presence of a garage. Three pairs
of average prices were created on the basis of the size of a house or its
residential space. In each pair, houses were assigned to one or the
other of the indexes on the basis of whether they have more or less
than 1200 square feet, 1350 square feet, and 1500 square feet, respectively. Tlvo pairs of averages were based on the number of baths: for
the first pair, the dividing line was 1.5 baths; for the second, the
I.'erri & McGee: Price in Differenl Classes of Housing
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distinction was whether the house had more than two full baths.
Finally, two pairs of indexes were created according to whether the
size ofthe lot exceeds 10,000 square feet and 12,000 square feet. It was
not possible to create additional, clearly-defined classes of housing
because of insufficient data. As it is, the samples on which these
various indexes were built overlap one another since one unit's price
might be included in five or ten or more ofthe indexes. This poses no
problem, however, because comparisons of risk and return will be
made only within the mutually exclusive categories determined by the
individual characteristics. The aim is to find the amount of risk
inherent in individual characteristics.
Each index is used to create a quarterly rate ofreturn. The formula for
this rate of return is given by
{3)

R1

: {P1 P1 1)i P1

1

where P is the average price, or indexed value, and the subscript
denotes the present or the previous period. This index igrrores any
periodic payments, whether they are outflows in the form of maintenance or taxes, or inflows in the form oftax savings. Such payments
may differ, of course, according to the age, appointments, or size ofthe
house, but are difficult to measure in any consistent manner. Further,
several studies of the market model reveal that price changes (capital
gains) are the driving force in the rate ofreturn and represent the bulk
of systematic variations in returns.
A rate of return was computed for the entire market, labeled H,". A
similar rate was constructed for each of the other indexes which deal
with the houses of a particular type. The rates will be labeled Hi-there
are 23 of them. For the five years (1971 to 1975), 19 quarterly rates of
retum were compiled for each index. These observations were used to
estimate the linear relationships of the market model:
(4) Hi1 = tr + B1Hp11,

t:

1971-I to 1975-lV

These observed rates of retum were also used to compute the standard
deviation and the mean quarterly retum for each index. These
statistics are reported in Exhibit 2, along with the size ofthe sample in
each category and, the R2 for the regression. The size of samples in the
types of housing preclude domination by any one category of the
entire market. Further, no alpha was reported because no estimate was
sigrrifi cantly different from zero.

RISK AND RETURN FROM TYPES OF HOUSING
The statistics reported in Exhibit 2 should be interpreted in the
following manner. Houses that are less than five years old, for
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EXHIBIT

2
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example, have a beta of .711, indicating that a 1.0 percent rise in the
average price of housing leads to an increase of 75 basis points in the
average price of relatively new units. Houses with garages have a
mean quarterly return of 13.1 percent. Houses with central air units
have a total risk (standard deviation) of 1I.3 percent per quarter.
The results of l)xhibit 2 appear to suggest that houses with what
should be considered attractive features have greater systematic risk
than houses without those characteristics. For example, younger
houses (those aged less than 15 years) have greater betas than the
older units. The younger units have betas that range between .75 and
1..15: the older houses have betas quite close to zero. Houses equipped
with central zrir conditioning units are riskier, in the systematic sense,
than houses without those facilities. The beta of the first group is 1.03,
and the beta of the second is only .71). The association between higher
systematic risk and attractiveness of the unit asserts itself under each
definition of size of the house and with regard to the size of the lot. And
it should be noted that houses with more baths have larger betas (.79
for houses with more than one and one-half baths and .96 for units
with more than two baths) than houses with fewer such facilities (.25
and .41i, respectively). Houses with garages have greater systematic
return risk (beta is 1.117) than houses without garages (beta of.13). The
one ambiguity arises in the case of age, where very young houses
(those less than five years old) are less risky (their beta is.75) than
units whose age ranges from six to sixteen years (beta ofthese units is
at least l.;13). A possible explanation for the higher betas of the
moderately aged units is that there is an optimal age for houses, an
age where seasoning, maturity, and vintage (the time and technique of
construction) compensate for the greater depreciation ofthe older unit.
If this explanation is plausible, then it can be concluded that the
systematic risk ol'housing appears to grow with the addition of
desirable characteristics and attributes: larger size, more facilities,
and so on. 'fhe price movements ofthe better houses, in short, are more
responsive to ch:rnges in the retums on the entire market, and the
price changes ofthe less attractive houses are insulated to some extent
from market conditions. F'or selected types of housing, these relationships are graphed in Erhibit:1.
'lirtal risk, reprcst'nted by the standard deviation of retums, is also
presented in Exhihit 2. In some cases-most notably those associated
r.r'ith air conditioning, the presence of a garage, the number of baths,
and size of lot-totzrl risk follows the pattern already observed in the
relationships of systematic risk, that is, total risk is greater among the
more attractive units. For example, the standard deviation ofreturns
in housing with central air is 11.i1 percent, while the total risk of unit
without ({'ntral zrir is 7.7 percent. In two ofthe three cases associated
r,''ith residenti:rl sp:rce (according to whether or not the unit has more
than l;lir0 or rnor(,than li>(X) square feet), the same pattern is evident.
Howt'ver, in tht, t ast, ol irge and of the remaining comparison by
residcntial spacc, totlrl risk is larger for what would be the less(i, t
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EXHIBIT 3
CAPITAL MARKET LINES FOR SEVERAI, TYPES
OF HOUSING: 1971-II to 1975-IV

Hit

I
3

5
2
4

6

Hmt
1. Houses aged between

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Houses
Houses
Houses
Houses
Houses

11

and

I l')

aged less than 6 years:

years:

H; -

Hi = 1.45 H-1
H-1

.75
1.03

with air conditioning: Hi
Hmt
without central air: Hi = 73 Hmr
larger than 1200 square feet: Hi .92 Hmt
of less than 12{)0 square feet: H; = .43 H*1

Note: No estimate produced a significant int.rcept r,r).

attractive unit. The standard deviation of returns for housing that is
smaller than 1200 square feet is 8.7 percent, while the standard
deviation in returns for larger housing is 7.2 percent. Also, the
standard deviation in returns rises with the age of a house and reaches
its highest point with the oldest units, those whose age exceeds 20
years. Though the evidence is not entirely consistent, it does seem to
point to a positive association between total return variation and the
attributes of size and luxury that make a house attractive.
Exhibit 2 also contains data on the mean returns to classes ofhousing.
Portfolio theory suggests that mean returns should be positively
related to systematic risk, or possibly to total risk. But the pattern of
Ferri & McGee: Price in Different Classes of
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returns does not seem to follow that of systematic variation or oftotal
variation. Houses with central air units, for example, have lower mean
returns (1.7 percent per quarter) than houses without such facilities
(whose mean return is 1.8 percent), even though the latter type has
lower systematic and less total risk than the former. By contrast larger
houses, which are riskier in the systematic sense, have greater retuins
(2.4 percent on average) than do the smaller units which have mean
retums near 2.1 percent. Wooden houses, which are less risky in both
senses, post lower returns than other types of housing. In general,
though all returns to all classes of housing are high these statistics do
not present evidence to suggest what causes the difference in returns
among the various kinds of units.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Some tools of modern portfolio analysis have been applied to the price
appreciation and the price volatility of housing. According to the
study, the house which must be called the more attractive (i.e., the unit
with greater size, more facilities, and so on) has more potential for
price increases and for price fluctuations than the less well-appointed
and smaller house. The greater price variability is of the marketrelated or systematic type. The result is readily explainable in terms of
the shelter value of the units. The bigger and better equipped units
provide shelter, as do the more modest houses; but the better units also
provide an increment of luxury that the less well-appointed houses do
not supply. The value ofthis additional luxury is more dependent upon
market conditions-the level of income and the basic rate of inlerest-than is the value of shelter alone. Therefore, the more luxury a
unit offers, the more sensitive it is to market forces. The percentage
price changes in the less well-equipped units are smaller, relative io
the market's movements, because the value of shelter (which constitutes a g:reater part of their overall value) is less susceptible to these
market fluctuations.
The results strongly suggest that the better housing units are likely to
increase in price during an upswing in the market faster than the
average of all houses and than the units of lesser quality. During a
period of decline in housing prices, however, the lower quality houses
can be expected to experience relatively less decrease in price than
either housing in general or the better kind of house. Thui, the less
well equipped and smaller units offer some safety of principal.
More than just the marginal value of selected attributes of housing at
some point in time can be leamed. The potential price increase (or
decrease) and the possible market-related price fluctuations of different classes of housing, where classes are based on the amount of
certain quantifiable attributes (such as age, size, etc.) or on the
presence and absence of certain qualitative characteristics (such as
central air units, garages, and so on), can be tracked. The tools and
66
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analytical reach of real estate economics (and finance) can be
by recogrrition of this new and until now

enhanced, it appears,
neglected capability.
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2. A romplete descriptfun of the datn and its sources. as well as o{ the price effect of each
lhrrrrrct,,ristr,. is rrvrrilrrhl,. in Ferri.
tlcdonic studies are efforts to statistically determine the implied price of selected characteris'
tics ofhousing.'Ihe price of a house is, in fact, the total of all prices paid for all aspects ofthe
unit: its size. its amenities, its age, and so on. Hedonic studies relate the total price to the
amrlunl of erch of the major characte stics in the unit and derive the price which the buyer
has paid for each of those attributes. Ferri and Kain and Quigley offer examples olthis kind of
xnalysis of real estate values.
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The Graduated P ayment Loan:
Implications for
Mortgage Lenders
by James E. McNulty

In the past few years there has been a virtual flood of new information

and innovation in the field of alternative mortgage instruments

(AMIs). One of the most interesting ideas is the graduated payment
mortgage (GPM) which allows home buyers to make much lower
monthly payments in the early years of the loan. This article draws on
the extensive body of recent research and experience to bring out the
practical questions lenders might wish to be aware of if they were to
attempt to implement and market their own GPM program.
Three developments are particularly noteworthy in this regard. The
first is the publication of the Federal Home I-oan Bank Board's
Alternative Mortgage Instruments Research Study (AMIRS).I This
comprehensive three-volume report contains 22 research papers dealing with many aspects of alternative mortgages. The second development, also described in the AMIRS report, is the incorporation of a
graduated payment plan into the FHA mortgage program. This
program has exhibited rapid growth after only two years ofoperation.
The latest development is a set of regulations allowing federally
chartered savings and loan associations to write GPMs.
The term GPM can apply to any mortgage in which the initial
monthly payments are set at a level below that necessary to pay off
the loan (i.e. below the payments on a standard level-payment loan).
Payments then increase over time at a predetermined rate, eventually
rising above what they would be on the level-payment loan. In most
cases the payments eventually stabilize at a level modestly above the
payment on the standard mortgage. Figure I illustrates this by
presenting typical monthly payments on two GPM plans actually
authorized and currently being offered under the FHA's GPM pro-
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gram, known within HUI) as their Section 245 program. This plan
began operating in 1976 on an experimental basis, but it is now a
regular FHA loan program.
The solid line in Figure 1 shows the monthly payment on a standard
level-payment F'HA loan of $40,000 with a i)0 year term and an interest
rate of 9r,/,r(Zr. This payment of $llli6 (excluding the additional %
percentage point insurance premium) is, of course, fixed for the life of
the loan. Under FHA's GPM Plan III, monthly payments begin at
$255, which is a full 24'l'i, below the payments on the standard
mortgage; payments then increase at a rate of 7t/t'th per year and
stabilize at $366 after five years. Payments are level during the year,
McNulty: Graduated Paynot l,oart
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w-ith the increase going into effect each year on the anniversary date
of the mortgage. The dotted line on the chart shows an alternative
9PM plan known as Plan V in the F'HA program, in which payments
increase at 3(Z) per year for l0 years. According to Chester Foster, who
helped develop the HUD GPM program, lhe Ttltttlt annual increase
represents "the best estimate of a tolerable payment burden consistent
with anticipated increases in income that the majority of families in
the target population could reasonably expect to afford" (AMIRS,
chapter Y p. 5). Plans with 2t/ttVr,3,1,, and 5,.2, rates of graduation were
then added to broaden consumer choice. Incidentally, while the higher
payments in the latter years of the mortgage might appear to be a
deterrent to potential borrowers, I.'oster points out ttrif these payments are about the same as what they would be on a 2b-year
mortgage.

..NEGATIVE AMORTIZATION''
At 9\!h interest it would take about $l]17 per month ( [.095 x g40,000] .12) just to pay interest on the loan. Since both GPM plans shown here
have initial payments below $1117, both involve what is known as
"negative amortization," a process whereby this unpaid interest is
added to the loan amount, resulting in an increase in the loan balance
in the early years of the mortgage. In both the GPM plans shown in
Figure 1, the loan amount eventually increases from $40,000 to about
$42,000 before beginning to decline. This feature makes the GPM
somewhat riskier for the lender than the standard mortgage. HUD
first dealt with this problem by requiring considerably higher down
payments, but these requirements have been liberalized; negative
amortization is now permitted up to 97,2, of the original appraised
value. Down payments under the GPM are still somewhaf greater
than under the standard FHA mortgage, but experience has indicated
that there are many borrowers quite willing to come up with the extra
down payment in order to take advantage of the lower required
payments in the earlier years of the loan.
The Federal Home [,oan Bank Board ( FH LI]) issued regulations in
December, 197U which authorized a number of AMIs, including the
GPM. According to the regulations, S&Ls would be permitted to utilize
a variety of payment plans including the 7.5(Zr five-year and the 3(Zo tenyear plans shown, as well as a number of intermediate schedules.
F'HLB also specified that any borrower, offered an altemative instrument, must also be offered a standard mortgage and be shown a
written side-by-side comparison of rates, terms and payment schedules under the AMI and the standard mortgage. Borrowers must be
clearly informed of their right to choose a standard mortgage, as well
as the right to convert their loan into a standard mortgage at a later
date should they be eligible for such a loan under the organization's
normal underwriting standards.
7o
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A few S&Ls and commercial banks are currently offering GPMs under
the FHA program and, according to a 1977 survey, at least three statechartered associations have developed or are experimenting with their
own conventional GPM plans (AMIRS, chapter II, p.ll). The 1.'HA ptan,
primarily offered through mortgage bankers, got off to a slow start for
a number of legal and technical reasons. Only about 800 firm
commitments were issued in all of 1977. However, volume increased
rapidly in 1978 with about 118,000 firm commitments issued during the
first eight months of the year, which appears to signify quite an
impressive level of demand at this stage in the history of the program.
Based on a small sample of 1977 applications, Foster reports that over
60'l,ir of the GPM borrowers were choosing Plan III-the plan with the
7\/ttth rate of graduation. (A later report showed over 70()'1r of the
borrowers choosing Plan III.) This is not surprising since the approxi
mate 24"1' difference between the initial payments under Plan III and
payments under the standard mortgage could mean as much as $100
or more per month in the frrst year of the mortgage. The next most
popular plan (chosen by about 20'.t1, of the sample households) was
Plan II, with a 5'L rate of graduation for five years. Interestingly, the
plans which increase payment for 10 years have had very little use,
despite the built-in low increments.

WHO BORROWS UNDER GPMs?
Other characteristics of GPM borrowers are also noteworthy. Based on
this same sample, it was determined that three out of four users of the
plan were first-time homebuyers, that GPM-users were slightly
younger than borrowers under the standard I.'HA mortgage, that their
average incomes were about l5'li, lower ($15,556 vs. $18,1112). I)espite
their lower incomes, GPM borrowers came up with a larger down
payment (9.5'11, vs. l'li,) and took out a larger mortgage ($31,445 vs.
$28,170) than borrowers under the standard plan. A later tabulation of
the complete results for 1977 confirms these sample-based results.l

comprehensive survey of consumer attitudes and preferences
concerning AMIs was done by researchers at the Ml'I-Harvard Joint
Center for llrban Studies as part of the AMIRS project (AMIRS,
chapter III). Three separate but interrelated surveys were conduct'
ed-a telephone survey to provide an overview of consumer attitudes,
a more comprehensive mail survey based on a sample of responses to
the telephone survey, and a set of intensive panel discussions with
selected groups of individuals. Several specific findings may be of
interest to m.rnagers of member associations trs they consider developing and marketing GPMs. When first faced with the GPM concept in
the telephone survey, ti;l'l,i, indicated their skepticism or lack of interest
by stating a specific preference for the standard mortgage; 21-r'l'{,
expressed a favorable response (i.e. a choice of the GPM over the
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standard mortgage) and l2,kt were indifferent. The results of the mail
l!:yey were slightly better with 4ll,Z, of the respondents rating the
GPM as their first choice and 57,2, choosing the standard mortgage. In
the mail survey, the respondents were also asked if they wouid be
"very" concerned, "somewhat" concemed or "not at all"'concerned
about certain potential problems with the GPM, such as the possibility
that their income would not keep pace with the required payments, the
fact that the total payment will be larger over the life ofthe loan. anrl
the negative amortization feature. Generally, about halfofthe respondents answered "very concerned" to each of these questions, and only
about one respondent in eight answered "not at all concerned." These
results confirm what one might have expected: while there is definite
interest in the concept, GPMs are clearly not for everyone. The
standard mortgage will still have an important role to play in the
homebuying process.

in the GPM was expressed most frequently by younger
iti negative
features. The figures below show the percentages in various age
Interest

I,'ouseholds, who also expressed the least concern about

classes who expressed a preference for the GPM over the standaid
mortgage: I

Households
35
:15-54
Over 55
All

25,n,

Under

30,x,
19,',1,

t6,ri,

The percentage choosing the GPM was as high as

45,)1, for young
(under 35) renters who could not afford to buy at the time of the surve;r.
On the crucial question as to whether they would be concerned:rbout
their income keeping pace with the payments, only l)0,1{, to ll5,li, of
young households answered "very concerned," as compared to 5l,lir for
all households and even higher percentages among certain groups.

INTEREST EXPRESSED BY LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS
Low and moderate income households appear to be a group
-effoits:toward
which an association could direct its GPM marketing
there
was clearly interest in the concept among some of the low and
moderate income individuals who responded to the survey. Nonetheless, in answering the income growth question, 7li,ri, to U;1,)i, of these
respondents indicated that they would be "very concerned" about this
aspect of the GPM. Respondents were also asked about their attitudes
toward homeownership. Of all groups surveyed, lower insrme houstholds.. attached the greatest value to the fact that homeownership
stabilizes housing costs over time. Considering these results togethei,
it would appear that many of these households may be more comfort-
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able with the standard mortgage. However, a small but significant
number of low and moderate income households in the survey did likt'
the GPM concept, so it is possible that a properly designed (]PM could
still be of some significant benefit to this segment of the population.
There was some interest in GPMs among middle-aged, upper middle
income households, but this was again limited somewhat by economic
considerations. In the mail survey about two-thirds of this categrtr5r
chose the standard mortgage (compared with 57''i, for the entirt
sample). F'urthermore, about 41'11, answered "very concerned" in
regard to the income growth question, which was well above th:rt
shown by the younger households (although still below the samplt'
average). The Harvard-MlT researchers suggest that, on b:rlant't',
middle-aged, upper middle income households appear to prefer a
declining ratio of mortgage payments to income over time in order ttr
provide for other claims on their budgets. It appears that GPMs could
be successfully marketed to this segment of the population, trlthough
they would not constitute the primary market for such lutrns.
Concluding the demographic analysis, the researchers found a very
strong preference for the standard mort$age among older households,
and less interest in the GPM here than in almost any group in the
population.

CONCLUSION

In general, the results indicate that lenders who offer the GPM will
almost certainly find their primary market among younger households with good inc<-rme expectations, with some additional demand

coming from middle-aged, upper middle income households and low
and moderate income households. Since the GPM concept is somewhzrt
new to many people, it is encouraging to note that the Harvard-MlT
researchers found that interest in the concept increased with exposure.
Clearly, lenders who want to offer GPMs, and are willing to do the
educational and counselling work necessary to market them, could
experience significant demand for this type of loan. In other words,
while a potential demand exists for these loans, Ienders will huve ttr
uncover it through various promotional and educational efforts. Rased
on the F'HA experience, the GPM plan with the lowest initial payments and resultant high rates of graduation is in greatest demand.
This is also the most risky of the GPM plans, since it produces the
greatest negative amortization and would normally require greater
increases in future income for the borrower; as lenders attempt to
determine what type of GPM to offer, they will probably want to keep
this point in mind. Each lending institution will need to do its own
analysis of potential risks and returns as it determines whether to
stick with the standard mortgage, to utilize the FHA plan, or to
develop its own conventional GPM profJram.
McNulty: Graduatert Paymertt Loan
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Measurement of the
Effectiveness of
IJse-Value Taxation
by Jerry T. Ferguson

This article has two objectives: to establish a methodology to gauge
the effectiveness of use-value taxation as a way of preserving farmland and other low density uses, and to apply the methodology to a
study area as an illustration.
The study of the four Virginia localities that implemented the program
in 19?2 (Fauquier, I-oudoun, Prince William, and Virginia Beach), and
thus have had time to show some results, examinee the relationship of
preferential assessment and farm conversion. Using land-use statisiics from the last agricultural census completed in 1976, the research
utilizes time series analysis to show that no significant departure from
the past trend has occurred in any of the four localities under study.
This statement is based on significance levels of 0.05 and smaller.
These results occur despite the fact that economic conditions were
generally more favorable for farmers than in the 1950s and 1960s. The
paper establishes some of these conditions.

second type of statistical analysis, a paired'difference test, does
show that the conversion rate over the last agricultural census period

A

for the four study localities is siglrificantly smaller than for their

immediate neighbors without usevalue taxation. This test result is
valid for a level of significance of 0.01 (9970 confidence). Although this
test is weaker because it does not establish the relationship of
preferential assessment to a conversion rate in the individual counties, it does provide an indication that the four counties have fared

Jerry T. l'ert uaon, t'h.l).. is an Associate Professor of Real llstate
and Insurance Studies at Vir,ainia Commonwealth University. He
h^s worked txtensivell_ as a consultant for the Virginia Association
of liraltors" and formulated an action plan to implement the
Neighlxrrhrxrd Rlvitalization Program undertaken by local Boards
throught)ut the slale. He is co-authoring a book on Principles of Real
f(,r publicatxrn in fall. l9lJ0.
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better as a group since instituting the program than have their
neighboring local govemments.
The research concludes that additional measures, such as the transfer
or lease of development rights, are needed to reach the stated goals of
the General Assembly of Virginia of preserving prime farmland and
promoting a more orderly development.
By the end of 1978, over four-fifths ofthe states in the U.S. and several
provinces of Canada had some form of preferential property tax
treatment of farmland. Many also accord similar treatment to commercial forests and certain other uses ofland, such as golfcourses and
parcels with scenic public easements. The preferential approach takes
varied forms, such as using a lower fraction of market value (Tennessee) or allowing a credit against state income taxes if the amount of
the property tax exceeds a certain percentage of farm income (Michigan). The most common technique, however, is the uee of a different
evaluation method for farmland than for other properties; this method
is called land-use or use-value taxation.
The justification for preferential assessment is that the influence of
developmental potential drives up value of the land and the property
tax on it. Eventually, the tax increase becomes so great that farm
income is reduced to the point that the land will be sold. The use-value
approach ignores the developmental potential by capitalizing the
actual farm income (or some average income for acreage in the county
or state) into an assesed value for tax purposes.
To be given such special treatment, the owner must usually register
with local tax officials and agree to have the land remain as a farm for
a specified period. Most often, he must pay back some or all ofthe tax
savings with interest when the land is converted to other uses.
The program supposedly benefits all citizens of the state in several
ways: with a retained "green space" or breathing room around urban
areas; a more orderly or slower developmental rate in the county; and
even a cheaper or more plentiful food supply. The last advantage is
related to the fact that over 60%r of all vegetables in the United States
are grown within SMSAs (Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area) on
relzrtively small farms near the urban market.'
Therefore, if land-use taxation is to be justified on a basis other than
tax relief, it must influence landowner decisions conceming the
conversion of farms and forests to housing developments and other
urban uses. The problem is finding a method to evaluate the effect of
preferential assessment and to show quantitative evidence of its
accomplishments. This study establishes the secular trend of farmland conversion in four Virginia counties prior to their adopting use
value assessments. By projecting this trend to a year when the
agricultural census is taken, a quantitative comparison is possible
between the conversion rate based on past data and the actualiate for
the period. Any sigrrificant difference between the rates, applicable to
7{i
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the period over which differential assessment has been implemented,
assumed to be evidence of a definite and positive influence of
preferential assessment. If the actual rate falls within the confidence
limits established for the trend, however, the supposition is that no
sigrrificant relationship exists between the conversion rate and landuse taxation. In addition, the losses in farmland from the four counties
are compared with losses in neighboring counties without programs
for any substantial difference. The results of the two tests form the
basis of a conclusion about the land-use control capability of use-value
taxation.
Prior to this quantitative analysis, consideration is given to the
techniques and outcomes of several other studies concerning the
effectiveness of use-value taxation and to the computation of descriptive statistics of use transformation in Virginia.

is

OTHER APPROACHES TO EVALUATION
Two reports have attempted to demonstrate the influence of preferen-

tial assessment on land use by the responses oflandowners enrolled in
the program. Koch, Morrill, and Hausamann interviewed 311 partici-

pating New Jersey farm owners and found that 4Ot% felt that the plan
has enabled them to continue farming, including 44 farmers who
turned down offers of sale despite believing a fair price was offered.?
The questionnaire approach was employed also by Barron and
Thompson in the state of Washington, but with fewer favorable
responses-only 19'L of over 1,000 believing that the program there
has enabled them to maintain agricultural or forestry use or has
influenced their decisions to sell land or convert its use.''
Sowens and Thirsk established a model to explain the development
pattern of land.{ The independent variables are quantitatively measurable characteristics of land chosen for development. When the
property taxation variable is tested for significance greater than zero,
it is shown to contribute nothing to the explanation. They conclude
that property tax is only a minor consideration in development
decisions.

The main problem with the reports based on participant questionnaires is transforming the responses into the effect on low density
land use. The 40(,[, of New Jersey landowners that reported they would
have sold might have found the market price of another farm or
residential home unattractive. Furthermore, they might have sold to
other farmers. Yet, it is dangerous to conclude that the only 19(li,
favorable response in Washington means no effect on land-use
patterns. The farmland or forestland held by the 190 or so owners that
was not sold might have sigrrificantly affected the conversion rate in
the test areas.
The regression model approaches the problem of evaluation from the
viewpoint of the urban developer. While the property tax may be :r
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neglig:ible influence on the decision to buy, it may be an important
factor in the decision to sell. Compared to development costs and profit
potential, the tax is relatively small; compared to farm income, it is
often large-an average of 17 .Sth of average money income for
farmers.5
The contention is that the most reliable indication of the land-use
influence of differential assessment is the amount of change in farm
and forestry acreage converted to other uses, not the opinions of
present landowners.

LAND CONVERSION RATES
There are several rates of change that may reflect the extent of land
conversion. For example, ?able 1 shows the overall annual percentage
change for a S0-year period in the four study areas. The difference in
acreage is expressed in terms of 1920 as the base year.
However, the time series data are expressed as percentages ofthe total
acreage of each country. Any change from year to year is relative to
this total acreage as reported for 1920 when the Agricultural Census
began. The result of this approach is shown in Table 2.
Various statistics illustrate that the decrease in farmland has been
increasing since the 1950s. This situation is characteristic of much of
the United States, the Middle-Atlantic states especially. The time
series matched to such data must show a nonlinear trend line,
suggestive of a parabolic relationship.
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TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
Table 2 shows the farm statistics used for the regression analysis. For
a time series, the year is the independent variable; the farm acreage
percentage is the dependent variable.
Of the relatively simple equations involving just one independent
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variable, the parabola provides better fit to the change in the
percentages thin does the arithmetic straight line or logarithmicitraight line. The standard error of estimate is lower; the coefficient of

determination, higher. Furthermore, the percentages have no extreme
values that can unduly influence the parabola. The second purported
disadvantage of this curve-that it can become unreasonably steep if
projected far in the future-is not relevant to its use in this analysis
because the intended projection is but one future period.6
The four equations that result from the regression analysis and other
pertinent statistical measures are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3
REGRESSION EQUATIONS ANI) STATISTICAI, MT]ASI.IRI]S F'OR
PERCENTAGE CHANGES OF I,'ARM ACRT'AGF] IN ST]I,I]CTEI)
VIRGINIA COUNTIT]S. 1920.I970
( in ffici, llt ,'f
lh( l:slinratr' ' I)et.rDrinltti,'n
(l'er(rnlt|sr I','intsr rllr(tnisx.)
.1.r'1
i9.ir

Slandxrd I:rr,,r
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u1.70 + 0.1t8 (X) - 0.:ll r X:)
li7.0l . 2.25 (X) - {).1:} (Xr)
1.18 {X) - 0.26 (X:)
61t.00

.

5'i.i6 .

0.91t
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2.:t0
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{.i.1

It.t.0

2.{)9

1|l .:t

1.1;-r

:t.fi9

88.1

Source: tusression Anal)sis of deta fr(,m T.tble 2

The use of the equations can be demonstrated by a projection for
Fauquier County. The l9?5 census would be the eleventh period in the
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seriesl the l9tii0 census would be the twelfth, and so on.'l'he estimatc
frrr l97ir would be found by the following substitutions:
t]4.70 + 0.lttt (11)

- 0.31 (ll)L - 5rn.tr'r,

'l'he 9i.l'1.i, confidenr:e interval is found bv multiplying the frrrecast error
by the appropriate t-score "value for eight degrees of freedom":;
l-16.tl7

+

l-r.31] (1 .U95)

-

56.U7'l{,

to tifi.97')t f<rr l'auquier.

The 66.97 is termed a "critical value" because if the actual census
percentage is greater, the difference cannot be attributed to chztnce
deviation. In other words, the percentage lies outside the range of the
estimated trend and the actual conversion rate is less than expected.
The usual procedure calls for establishing a test hypothesis so that
there is no sigrrificant difference between the estimated and actual
rates; this statement can be rejected if the actual rate is outside (higher
than) the confidence interval. The alternate hypothesis (that the
census rate is higher) is accepted.
Ukewise, the predicted values by the regression equations zrre as
follows:

County

Predicted'li,

Fauquier
l-oudoun
Prince William
Virginia Beach

56.f17

59.73
20.26
24.4i:1

This compares with the census figures from the Agricultural Reporting Service for 1975 as follows:
County
Acreage
'l{, of Total Acreage
F'auquier
l-oudoun

246,596

58.44
64.gri
24.1:l
25.78

2t4,944

Prince William

53,594
42,734

Virginia Beach

Ihe range for a 95'.[, confidence interval
degrees of freedom are indicated as:

County

Indicated

Fauquier
[-oudoun
Prince William
Virginia Beach

56.87
59.73
20.26
24.43

with

Interval

+ (1.895) 5.33
+ (1.895) 4.63

+ (1.895) 5.64
+ (r.895) 4.63

11 observations and 8

Critical Values
(0.05 significance)
66.97
68.50
30.95
33.20

In each case, the census acreage is expressed as a percentage of 1920
acreage and does not exceed the critical values associated with the
0.05 level of sigrrificance. While the results ofthese tests are more fully
ti0
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explored in the conclusions of the study, they show that the actual
data for 1975 indicate no substantial departure from the past trend.
The most apparent exogenoua factor related to a differehce is use
value taxation, and there is no statistical evidence of a lesser conversion rate than past data indicate.

STANDARD ERROR OF A FORECAST
The inference that there is no significant change oftrend in any ofthe
four counties is generally based on the various standard errors. In
actuality, the proper concept of probable or expected error involves a
slightly different statistical measure, the standard error of fore
cast-the limits within which a new observation can be expected to lie.
"It takes into account the sampling error in the regression line itself
and is obtained by combining the standard error and the standard
error of the regression life.",
l'or a large sample, this approach does not greatly affect the standard
error unless the prediction is being made far into the future. In this
instance, the sample size is 1l-the number of five-year intervals for
which data are available. This relatively small sample causes the
forecast error to exceed the standard error by neirly 20%. The
resulting increases are as follows:
Standard Error
County
Standard Error
of Forecast

F'auquier
hudoun
Prince William
Virginia Beach

4.48
3.89
4.74
3.89

5.33
4.63
5.64
4.69

Because the new parameter is larger than the standard error, the
critical values are increased when the hypothesis of no sigrrificant
change is tested. However, if the standard error were used to establish

the critical values, the result would be the same: the hypothesis cannot
be rejected at the 0.05 level of sigrrificance.
Figure 1 to Figure 4 illustrate that the actual 19?5 census data points
(percentage of acreage farmed) shown by the tr lie well within the
intervals bounded by the critical values associated with a level of
sigrrificance of 0.05.

CROSS-SECTIONAL DATA
The chi square test and time series analysis have examined data for
sigrrificant change within the localities, yet there is further evidence of
the differences in the conversion rates associated with implementation of preferential assessment. If rates are computed for all neighboring localities to the four study areas, a "paired-difference" [est is
possible.s This is a simple example of a blocking design in which
l'erguson: IIse-Valut
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pairing is planned, not randomized.l0 The percentages are the decreases in farm acreage from 1969 to 1974, expressed relative to the
to-tal acreage in the county. The test matches the percentage from each
of the four counties with ones from neighboring cbunties that have not
yet implemented a program. The results are shown in Table 4.
The average ofthe differences (d-) is 0.0276; and the standard deviation
€a) is 0.01136, with the standard error found by (56 / /n ) dividing this
figure by the square root of the number of pairines. This estimite is
0.0106. The hypothesis of no sigrrificant difference between the rates in
program and nonprogram counties can be tested by the following
procedure:r1

d

0

Standard error
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If the calculated "t" value is greater than the critical value of "t" for a
t^wo-tailed statistical test, sigrrificance level of 0.05 and nine degrees of
freedom, the hypothesis is rejected. The calculated value is 2.59; the
critical value is 2.306. The inference is that the average conversion
rate in progtam counties is less than that for nonprogram counties.
CONCLUSIONS
TWo dissimilar statistical tests have shown apparently conflicting
evidence of the relationship of the use-value taxation program to loss
of farm acreage, yet the differences are not pronounced when the
approaches of the tests are examined. The regression analysis of the
time series does not say that no possible benefit exists; it says that the
positive difference between the actual farm acreage and that projected
84
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FIGURT] 4
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by the 50-year trend is not large enough, in any ofthe four counties, to
be statistically sigrrificant. The comparison is between the past (when
there was no progxam) and the relative present (when there is) for each

jurisdiction.
The paired-difference test compares only one interval, 1970-1975, for
the study areas with that of immediate nonprogram neighbors. The
result would indicate that the four use-value taxation counties as a
gxoup have lost statistically-sigrrificant less acreage. If compared
individually, the difference would probably be less pronounced.
The conclusion is that the loss of farmland will continue at an
increasing rate for the near future in these four counties, although at a
slightly lesser rate than those nearby areas with no program. Because
the aim of the Virginia legislature was to preserve prime farmland and
forestland, the use-value program cannot be counted successful in the
areas studied. Farmland is not being preserved; it is being converted
Ferguson: Use-Value Taxdtion
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more- slowly in these counties. But the good fit provided by the
parabola illustrates the loss to be at an increasing rate. While there is
a limit to this acceleration of loss as the remaining acreage becomes
smaller, the inescapable answer is that other remedies, such as
purchasing or renting development rights, are needed to slow these
increasing losses.
The value of this study is that it offers some means to assess the
potential effect of land-use taxation. The indication is that the
Virginia counties are better off with the program than without, yet it is
not sigrrificantly slowing the conversion rate. The nonfarmeis, who
must shoulder an additional tax burden, receive few of the advantages
that were given for passage of the legislation. For them, the rerenue
lost would be better spent in the acquisition of land for parks and in
the obtainment of public easements.
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Letter to the Editor

OPTI}I,\L IIOLDING PIiRIOD
Regarding the recent papers on the optimal holding period for income
producing properties ("When Should Real Estate Be Sold?": A Comment, by Austin J. Jaffe, "A Reply to Jaffe" by Jack P. Friedman, and
"Optimal Holding Period Analysis: Much Ado About Not Much" by
Austin J. Jaffe; all in Summer 1979 Real Estate Issuesl, it is my belief
that there are as many "optimum" holding periods as there are types,
sizes and locations of real property. Furthermore, through the years in

my own investment portfolio and assisting clients in maximizing

returns in their own portfolios, I have found that there is no such thing
as an "optimum holding period" unless there is a "substitute offered."
It is the replacement-the substitute and inherent future benefits
are to be considered, weighed and balanced against current
-that
benefits being derived at a given time. In other words, one of my
favorite proverbs might go something like this: "What profiteth a man
to gain the tripling of his investment only to find the marketplace void
of equal opportunities." And I would like to quote George Washington
as he spoke to his stepson, Custis, "Son, never sell your lands unless
you have found another investment that is equal to or better than the
investment you now own, as inflation is upon us."
Real estate is not stock which can be traded at will in three minutes. It
is something that must be properly managed, maintained and nurtured to its maximum according to the abilities of the owner. This is a
people business. We cannot sit back and state that five, ten, fifteen or
twenty years is the maximum holding period of any investment
property. People change. Their finances, their ability to cope with
problems, their degrees of success both financially and politically,
vary from the top ofthe arc of a pendulum to the reverse peak. We have
experienced an eager purchaser wishing to acquire our investment
real estate. He has come from a much lesser investment else he would
not have his enthusiasm in high gear.
F'or my own portfolio and my select number of clients' portfolios, I
would recommend that we stay on the constant lookout for properties
psychologically and frnancially compatible to the individual. It profits
us not to sell our real estate if it is a "projected optimum"; rather, we
must determine if the marketplace will give up an opportunity that
will afford at least benefits equal to what we are giving up. I maintain
that from day of purchase, all my real estate, whether it be in what I
call my "A" bag (which is more or less for keeps) or my "2" bag (which
is strictly for interim holding properties), is for sale!
Robert L. Hess, Realtor
Tacoma, Washington
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